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FOREWORD
This report describes the TOMCAT-II Systems Programs
TOMCAT-H A, whichwas usedfor systems evaluation and testing
and for the GT-2 and GT-3 missions, and TOMCAT-IIB, which
will be used for future Gemini missions. It contains detail flows
and descriptive write-ups of all aspects of both programs. Appen-
dices are included which contain a complete description of the
input and output data configurations, and side-by-side assembler
listings of the actual coding.
The TOMCAT-H B program remains in a fluid state, so as
to be able to incorporate future requirements as they are re-
quested. The present report documents the program as it existed
on April 1, 1965. Several changes are already planned to imple-
ment additional requirements for GT-4, but these changes are
of an incidental nature and the philosophy presented herein will
continue to be observed in later editions.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The TOMCAT-II series of computer programs is designed to throughput
preselected telemetry data directly from remote-site PCM stations to MSCC
over a 2000 bits-per-second (2 KBS) telephone line. It does this by selecting
from an incoming data stream only those parameters specified by a list stored
in the computer memory, and arranging them in a preassigned sequence in a
buffer. The buffer is then read out in a continuous cycle at a 2 KBS rate by the
Data Transmission Unit (DTU), with all parameters being constantly updated at
varying rates as new values arrive in the incoming data stream.
There are presently two models of the TOMCAT-II program in existence.
TOMCAT-II A, the original experimental model, was constructed to prove the
feasibility of the design concept, and to provide a program which could be used
for system evaluation and testing. It has limited flexibility, and is presented
here only in skeletal detail, to provide a record of the program evolution. The
second-generation program, TOMCAT-II B, has had considerably more versa-
tility designed into it, being able to handle many different kinds of data and to
switch itself in and out of many different modes of operation without manual
intervention. This B program is slated to be used in the system after GT-3.
SIMPLIFIED TOMCAT-II DESCRIPTION
The Remote Site Data Processor (RSDP) system has been described in some
detailin earlier vohmes (1, 2, 3). The TOMCAT-If 2 K program input and
output data trains have also been discussed previously, (volume 3), and some
further details are presented later in this report. The program itselfoperates
in the following manner. In the computer memory are located three buffer areas,
two for input and one for output. As the data stream enters the computer, itis
diverted firstto one, then to the other input buffer, fillingthem up alternately.
In the meantime, while one buffer is fillingup, the previously filledalternate
buffer is being selectively transferred to the output buffer. This transfer occurs
under control of a table stored in the computer memory, which specifies exactly
which parameters of that particular buffer are to be selected, and exactly where
they are to be stored in the output buffer area. This process goes on continuous-
ly, so that as new data comes in, the selected parameters are immediately put
in their proper locations in the output buffer, replacing the old parameters there,
and thus keeping the output data up to date. While all this is going on, the out-
put buffer is being unloaded in a continuous cycle by the DTU, so that new data
is constantly being transmitted at the 2 KBS operating rate of the DTU.
TOMCAT-II A
The first-generation program, TOMCAT-II A, operates in the general
manner described above. It can process only Gemini Real-Time data in either
the Live or Tape Playback mode.
Brief TOMCAT-II A Program Description
The computer operator loads and starts the program according to the
following instructions:
TOMC AT-II A
Operating Instructions
1. Check that the PCM and DTU are in a POWER ON condition.
2. Load UPAK-IA or UPAK-IB at 20000.
3. Using the UPAK, store the constant "000000" (zero) throughout memory.
4. Using the UPAK, load TOMCAT-IIA tape and verify.
5. Place the internal SYNC switches on the computer control panel at INT
and ON.
6. Turn off all Stop and Skip Keys.
7. Master clear.
8. Set SKIP KEY 4 if the data are to be playback from the tape recorder;
otherwise {if data are to be real-time telemetry) turn SKIP KEY 4 off.
See Note 2.
.10.
11.
12.
If the input to the computer is to be on a channel other than Channel 7,
set (AL)2_ o to the input channel number. If the output from the computer
is to be on a channel other than Channel 5, set (AU)2_ o to the output
channel number.
Set P = 5000.
Start. The program will begin operation. See Note 1.
At LOS, or at any other time the operator wishes to cease program
operation and bring the computer to an orderly halt, turn SKIP KEY ¢
on and off. See Note 3.
o
2.
o
Notes
The program may be reinitialized at any time by returning to Step 6.
Skip Key 4 may be set or cleared as required without halting program
operation.
When the program senses Skip Key _ turned on and off, it sends one last
output buffer of data and labels it to notify the receiver it is about to
cease sending, and comes to a Stop 5 with AU = output channel number,
AL = input channel number, and P -- 5000. To restart, simply depress
start switch.
The program starts (Steps 10 and 11 of the Operating Instructions) at the
initialization routine BEGIN 1. This routine sets up the computer for initial
program operation. This includes setting up the computer to input data from the
PCM on Channel 7, and to output to the DTU on Channel 5, unless AU and AL
are initially set to other values (Step- 9 of the Operating Instructions). In addi-
tion, BEGIN 1 sets up the interrupt registers, the input and output buffer areas,
and sets initial values for some of the program parameters. Finally it turns on
the DTU and enables interrupts.
From here control passes to the Executive Routine (EXEC 1), which has the
primary responsibility for program operation. The Executive loses program
control only when an interrupt occurs. There are four of these interrupts.
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The Synchronizing Interrupt occurs regularly 1024 times per second, under
control of the computer internal clock. This interrupt, which sends control to
the CLOCK Subroutine, is used to maintain a program clock of 1/8th-second
granularity, by incrementing a counter every 128th interrupt.
TOMCAT IIA
Clock Subroutine
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Except for these occasional visits to CLOCK, after EXEC 1 first receives
control from BEGIN 1, it idles until an External Interrupt is received. This
should ordinarily happen within 2.4 seconds after beginning program operation.
This interrupt is generated by the PCM at Frame Gate Reset, and indicates that
a complete major frame of data is about to begin. The Frame Gate Interrupt
Subroutine (FINT 1) is entered at this time, and immediately initiates the first
input buffer, which the PCM then proceeds to fill with the incoming data stream.
TOMCAT- IIA
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Control is returned to EXEC 1, which again idles until the input buffer is
full. At this time a programmed Input Monitor Interrupt occurs, which sends
control to the MINT 1 Subroutine. This subroutine initiates the alternate input
buffer and increments the frame counter, whose purpose it is to keep track of
which input buffer has just been completed.
When the Executive receives control again it addresses the LIST, which
then uses the frame counter to locate the appropriate transfer table, telling it
which parameters to remove from the just-completed input buffer and where to
put them in the output buffer.
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As successive input buffers are filled, the MINT 1 is entered each time,
to initiate the alternate buffer and increment the frame counter. Then the
Executive calls up the LIST to transfer the appropriate input parameters to their
places in the output buffer.
When the Frame Gate Interrupt is received for the second time, the entire
process is repeated. But in addition, ff no anomalies have been detected, the
output buffer is now full of data, and hence the program is ready to begin out-
putting. Hence when control is returned to the Executive at this time, it initi-
ates the first output buffer.
When this buffer has been read out, an Output Monitor Interrupt occurs
under program control, and the MOUT 1 Subroutine is entered. This subroutine
initiates the next output barfer, and continues in this manner to initiate succeed-
ing output buffers as the preceding ones are emptied.
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The program continues to operate in this manner until the Executive detects
Skip Key ¢ turned on and off (Step 12 of the Operating Instructions). When this
occurs, the Executive causes one last buffer to be sent out (including a code word
to indicate that the program is about to shut down), and comes to an orderly halt.
Several special features have not been mentioned in this description. They
will be covered in detail later on in this report. The complete core program
listing for the TOMCAT-II A program as used for GT-3 is presented in Appendix
B. The LIST used for TOMCAT-II A is nearly identical to the Gemini Real-Time
LISTGR of TOMCAT-II B, which is contained in the TOMCAT-II B program
listing in Appendix C.
TOMCAT-II B
The basic B program parallels the A program so far as its general manner
of operation is concerned. The difference is primarily one of versatility and
some automatic switching features. For example, where the A program is lim-
ited to processing Gemini Real-Time data only, the B program can handle either
Gemini and Agena data in either the Real-Time or Dump modesl Furthermore,
where the A program was limited to inputting on only one channel, the B program
has the capability of handling two PCM sets on two input channels, switching
automatically from one to the other as required to find the proper data for proc-
essing. There are also several refinements made in the data handling procedure
to improve program operation. However, the basic philosophy of the program
operation is identical to that of TOMCAT-II A, i.e., they both operate in the
general manner described earlier.
Brief TOMCAT-II B Program Description
The Operating Instructions for the B program are only slightly changed
from those in the A program (a prime ( ' ) indicates that an instruction or Note
is changed from the corresponding entry in the A program). Steps 8 and 9 in
particular have to be refined to allow for the increased sophistication found in
TOMCAT-I/B, as follows:
TOMCAT-II B
Operating Instructions
1'. Check that the PCMs and DTU are in a POWER ON condition.
2'. Load UPAK-IA or UPAK-IB at 26000.
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7.
81 .
91o
10.
11.
12'.
Using the UPAK, store the constant "000000" (zero) throughout
memory.
Using the UPAK, load TOMCAT-II B tape and verify.
Place the internal SYNC switches on the computer control panel at
INT and ON.
Turn off all Stop and Skip Keys.
Master clear.
(i) Set SKIP KEY 2 if data to be processed is Agena;
leave SKIP KEY 2 off for Gemini data.
(ii) Set SKIP KEY 3 ff data to be processed is Dump data (from the
spacecraft tape recorder); leave SKIP KEY 3 off for Real-Time
data.
(iii) Set SKIP KEY 4 if data to be processed is Tape Playback from
the ground station tape recorder; leave SKIP KEY 4 off if data
is Live (directly from the spacecraft).
See Note 2'.
If the inputs to the computer are to be on channels other than Channel
6 and Channel 7, set (AL)5_ 3 to the lower-numbered input channel and
(AL)2_ 0 to the higher-numbered input channel. See Note 4. If the out-
put from the computer is to be on a channel other than Channel 5, set
(AU)2_ o to the output channel number.
Set P = 5000.
Start. The program will begin operation. See Note 1.
At LOS, or at any other time the operator wishes to cease program
operation and bring the computer to an orderly halt, turn SKIP KEY ¢
on and off. See Note 3'.
Notes
The program may be reinitialized at any time by returning to Step 6.
The Skip Keys may be set or cleared as required without halting
program operation.
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31 . When the program senses Skip Key _ turned on and off, it sends one
last output buffer of data and labels it to notify the receiver it is about
to cease sending, and comes to a Stop 5 with (AU) 2-o = output channel
number, (AL) 5_ 3 = lower-numbered input channel number, (AL) 2- o =
higher-numbered input channel number, and P = 5000. To restart,
simply depress start switch.
° The computer will always set up for two-channel operation. If only one
channel is to be used, and it is either Channel 6 or Channel 7, AL may
be left cleared and the computer will set up on 6 and 7, but of course
will not see any data on the channel not in use. If only one channel is
to be used, and it is not Channel 6 or Channel 7, set (AL) 2_o to the
input channel number. The computer will set up on the specified
channel and on Channel 7, but of course will not see any data on
Channel 7.
The program allows for different kinds of data input, and for two channels
of input, as follows. The computer operator informs the program which kind
of data it is to process by his settings of Skip Key 2 (Gemini/Agena) and Skip
Key 3 (Real-Time/Dump) (Step 8' of the Operating Instructions). He also in-
forms the program on which two channels the data may be found (the two PCM
input channels) (Step 9' of the Operating Instructions). When the computer is
then started (Steps 10 and 11 of the Operating Instructions), it sets itself up to
input data on both of the specified input channels, and then when it is set up,
attempts to bring in one data word on each of the two channels. If it is suc-
cessful in bringing in a word on either or both channels, it examines the control
bits of the word or words it brought in. These control bits are the most signi-
ficant five bits of the 18-bit input word, and have the following meaning:
Bi_tt Meaning
217 Agena Dump data
216 Agena Real-Time data
215 Gemini Dump data
214 Gemini Real-Time data
213 Priority Bit
If the computer finds that neither of the input words contains the proper
Data Control Bit (2 i_ to 214) (i.e., excluding the Priority Bit) to correspond
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to the setting of Skip Keys 2 and 3, it waits a while, and then attempts to bring
in two more words, one on each channel, as before. It continues to search in
this manner, until at last one or both of the input words is found to contain the
proper bit. If just one of the input channels has the right kind of data, the com-
puter sets up to process data from that channel. If both channels have the right
kind of data, the computer then looks at the Priority Bit (2 _3 ), and sets itself up
to process the channel of data on which this bit is set.
From this point on, although from a programming standpoint the B program
is quite different from the A progr__m, nevertheless it operates in quite a simi-
lar way as that described earlier for TOMCAT-H A. The technical details are
covered later in this report.
If at any time the operator desires to change the kind of data being
processed or the PCM input channel, all he need do is set the Skip Keys appro-
priately and/or change either or both of the PCM inputs. The program will
automatically adjust itself to the new requirements as they are set on the Skip
Keys, and will return as necessary to find an input channel which contains the
exact kind of data it is being requested to process. In the meantime, once the
computer begins outputting, it will never cease, until it senses the Skip Key ¢
set (Step 12' of the Operating Instructions). Even when the computer is looking
for a new kind of data, it continues to send out the last available of the old
parameters, identifying them then as "static" (invalid) data which is not up-to-
date.
Detailed TOMCAT-II B Program Description
The program is entered at the first initialization routine BEGIN 1. This
routine sets up the computer to communicate properly with its input and output
devices (the PCMs and the DTU), and also sets up those parts of the program
which do not depend on the particular kind of data to be processed.
Just before exiting, BEGIN 1 calls up the subroutine WATCHdog. The main
function of this subroutine in this instance is to examine the Skip Keys 2 and 3
(which indicate the kind of data the computer is supposed to process), and to
set flags to indicate the initial skip key settings. BEGIN 1 then exits directly to
the SEARCH routine.
The SEARCH routine examines the control bits of the data available on each
of the input channels, in an effort to locate the kind of data specified by the skip
key settings. If this search proves unsuccessful (in the sense that the proper
kind of data is not found on either input channel), SEARCH exits directly to the
NODATA routine.
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This routine at first continues to return to the WATCHdog-SEARCH se-
quence in a renewed effort to locate the kind of data requested on the skip keys.
After six seconds of this re-examination of the inputs, however, if it is still
unsuccessful at locating the proper input, NODATA prints a message on the
I/O Console, identifying the kind of data requested and the input channels being
searched. After the message is sent, NODATA returns to the WATCHdog-
SEARCH sequence and continues to look for proper data. It will continue indef-
initely to loop in this manner if it continues to be unable to locate proper input,
printing an appropriate message from time to time.
When SEARCH finally locates the proper kind of data on one of the input
channels, it exits to the second initialization routine BEGIN 2. This routine
completes the initialization of the program, enabling it to begin processing the
data now available on the selected input channel. BEGIN 2 then exits directly to
the EXECutive routine, which is responsible for the actual processing.
The main function of the EXECutive routine is to monitor the operation of
the Interrupt Subroutines, and call up the appropriate Processor Subroutines as
they are required. To this end, the EXECutive loops endlessly, examining each
Interrupt Flag at least once in each loop. When it finds a flag set (indicating
that the corresponding Interrupt Subroutine has just serviced its interrupt), the
routine calls up the appropriate Processor Subroutine. In addition to monitoring
these Interrupt Flags, the EXECutive calls up the WATCHdog Subroutine once
each loop.
In this instance, the WATCHdog has several more functions to perform than
were indicated earlier.
(1) It checks Skip Key _, which is set to indicate LOS. If LOS has
occurred, appropriate flags are set.
(2)
(3)
It looks at Skip Keys 2 and 3, which indicate kind of data (Gemini/Agena
and Real-Time/Dump, respectively), to see if these have been changed
since the previous loop. If so, appropriate flags are set.
It examines the input timer, to see whether it is taking too long to input
a buffer of data. If so, the data has either been inhibited because of an
out-of-sync condition at the PCM, or has been terminated completely,
perhaps because of PCM malfunction. In any case, the subroutine
checks the alternate input channel, and if proper data is found there,
proceeds directly to BEGIN 2 to re-initialize the program to process
the data from the alternate channel. On the other hand, if the alternate
channel does not contain proper data, the input timer is reset and the
computer continues to attempt input on the original channel.
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(4) It checks the output timer to determine whether the computer is taking
too long to output a buffer of data. If so, the DTU has hung itself up
(due to an interim hardware problem), and the computer restarts the
DTU, re-initializes the output buffer, and resets the timer.
(5) It looks at Skip Key 4 (Live/Tape Playback) to see whether the setting
has been changed since the previous loop. If so the Message Label in
the output lxfffer is changed and appropriate flags are set.
Immediately upon re-entry from WATCHdog, the EXECutive checks to see
whether the WATCHdog had found that the kind of data requested to be processed
had changed. If so, the routine exits directly to the SEARCH routine, beginning
anew the entire sequence. Otherwise, EXECutive continues to loop, looking for
interrupt flags.
There are four Interrupt Subroutines--CLOCK, Frame Gate, Input Monitor
and Output Monitor, which correspond respectively to the Synchronizing, Exter-
nal, Input Monitor and Output Monitor Interrupts. The Frame Gate and Input
Monitor Interrupt Subroutines also have associated Interrupt Flags, which the
EXECUtive responds to by calling up the corresponding Processor Subroutines.
The CLOCK Subroutine maintains two separate clocks--one of 1/512th-
second granularity and one of 1/8 th-second granularity--from the Synchronizing
Interrupt (computer internal clock). This interrupt occurs each 1/1024th
second, andthe clocks are simply counters which are incremented every 2nd
and 128th interrupt, respectively. These clocks are used for various timing
purposes throughout the program.
The Frame Gate Interrupt Subroutine FINT is entered upon occurrence of
the External Interrupt, which signals the beginning of a 2.4-second cycle of
data. The subroutine initiates the first input buffer and sets its Interrupt Flag.
When the EXECutive detects this flag, it calls up the Frame Gate Interrupt
Processor Subroutine FINTP.
The subroutine FINTP has several functions. First, it checks the validity
of the previous cycle of data. If it finds that no alarm flags were set during the
previous cycle of data and that the cycle had the proper length, it sets flags
which will eventually have the output buffer validated. Secondly, the subroutine
has the additional task of initiating the first output buffer at the beginning of each
pass (succeeding output buffers are initiated automatically by MOUT; see below).
Finally, before returning control to the EXECUtive, the subroutine initializes
the program areas necessary to input the next cycle of data.
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The Input Monitor Interrupt Subroutines MINTGR, MINTGD and MINTA--
operating respectively in the G__emini Real-Time, G_emini _Dump and Agena
modes--are entered upon occurrence of an Input Monitor Interrupt. This inter-
rupt is programmed to occur when the buffer inputting the PCM data stream is
full. More correctly, the input buffer is divided into Separate sections which
are individually timed (this feature is discussed later), and the interrupt occurs
at the end of each section. If not all sections have been inputted, the subroutine
simply resets the input timer and initiates the next section. When the last sec-
tion (and therefore the entire buffer) is full, the subroutine initiates the first
section of the alternate buffer, resets the input timer, and sets its Interrupt
Flag. When the EXECutive detects this flag, it calls up the Input Monitor
Processor Subroutine MINTP.
The Subroutine MINTP counts the buffers as they are completed, and com-
pares this count against the number which should be completed before the next
Frame Gate Interrupt (FGI). Then it checks the validity of the input buffer, by
declaring any buffer invalid either if too many buffers have come in before the
FGI, or if the control bits of any data words in the input buffer are incorrect.
If the input buffer is declared to be valid, MINTP calls up the LIST Subroutine
to transfer the data to the output buffer.
The appropriate subroutine LISTGR, LISTGD or LISTA (for Gemini R__eal-
Time, Gemini _Dump or _gena, respectively) selects particular parameters
from the input buffer and stores them in preselected slots in the output buffer.
Exactly which parameters are to be picked up and where they are to be stored
is determined by a table which is addressed by means of the count that MINTP
kept of the number of input buffers since the last FGI. The subroutine also has
the capability (which is discussed later) of assuring the integrity of 24-bit pa-
rameters. The subroutine LISTGR has the additional features of time-tagging
the Tr (time-to-retrofire clock) to enable the output routine to correct it for the
time spent in the computer before being outputted, and guaranteeing the trans-
mission of valid Message Acceptance Pulses (MAP) for the Digital Command
System (DCS).
The appropriate Output Monitor Interrupt Subroutine MOUTGR or MOUTU
(for Qemini R__eal-Time or U_niversal, respectively) is entered upon occurrence
of an Output Monitor Interrupt. This interrupt is programmed to occur when
the computer has just finished outputting a complete buffer to the Data Trans-
mission Unit (DTU). In certain circumstances, the subroutine first validates
the just-transmitted data. Also, if LOS has occurred, the subroutine sends a
"last buffer" code word to indicate it is about to shut down. In any event, it
initiates the next output buffer. The subroutine MOUTGR contains in addition a
feature which enables the computer to pause twice during the output cycle for the
purpose of updating the Tr clock just before sending it out.
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TOMCAT- liB
Overall Program Flow
Interrupt
Subroutines
EXECutive
loop
NOTE: SEARCH takes Exit 1 if valid data is available
from the PCM, and Exit 2 if not available
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Summary of Program Flags, Counters and Parameters
The following list is an attempt to provide the reader with a handy reference
to the use of variables in the program. The variables are arranged in alpha-
betical order, together with an indication of their type, the routines and/or
subroutines which use them, and a brief explanation of their function (a detailed
understanding of their use can be acquired only by careful study of the routines
and subroutines involved).
Each variable is categorized as one of the following:
F = Flag, a location whose contents are normally "off" or "0", but are
turned "on", usually to "i", to indicate that some specific action should be
taken.
C = Counter, a location whose contents can assume serial values, either
forwards, from zero up to some fixed maximum, or backwards from some
fixed maximum down to zero.
P = Parameter, a location whose contents remain constant during the
running of the processing program, but may be changed by initialization to
change the processing conditions.
Places
Variable Type Used Meaning
B I C MINT
FINTP
B--register #1. Used directly to initiate
next section of input buffer when previous
section terminates. Bj is set to zero when
Section A is initiated, then incremented for
each succeeding section, until Section A of
the alternate buffer is initiated, when B I is
zeroed again.
B 6 F LISTGR B--register #6. Set to indicate that a new
pattern (either MAP or MUP) should be
stored in the LA01 locations in the output
buffer.
BU FC R P LIST Initialized to "41 + 2 K", where K is the out-
put channel number (the channel to which the
DTU is connected). This value is the ad-
dress of the "current address" portion of the
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Variable
BUFLAG
BUFNOW
BUFNUM
CELLB
CELLC
CHANGE
CHANLX
CHANLY
CHANNL
Type
C
C
P
C
C
F
P
P
P
Places
Used
MINT
MINTP
FLNTP
MINTP
FINTP
CLOCK
CLOCK
WATCH
MINTP
EXEC
SEARCH
SEARCH
WATCH
SEARCH
Meaning
output buffer control register, and is used
to set up the program properly to handle the
24-bit parameters.
Set to number of sections in an input buffer
every other frame, then decremented when
each section is terminated..When nonzero,
diverts data train to buffer #1; when zero,
diverts train to buffer #2.
Current input buffer indicator, "i" for
buffer #i, "0" for buffer #2.
Initialized to the number of sections in an
input buffer; used to reset BUFLAG.
Decremented from "778" down to zero, at
which time the clock BIGBEN is incre-
mented, and CELLB is reset to "778 ".
Decremented from "1" down to zero, at
which time the clock TIKTOK is incre-
mented and CELLC is reset to "1".
Set when Skip Keys 2 or 3 are changed, or
if Data Control Bit of input data changes.
Diverts program operation to the SEARCH
Subroutine to find new data.
Initialized to "X", one of the input channel
numbers (channel to which one of the PCMs
is connected).
Initialized to "Y_', the second input channel
number (channel to which the second PCM
is connected).
Initialized (in SEARCH or WATCHdog) to the
channel number on which the required kind
of input data is to be found.
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Variable
CHNGE 1
CNTROL
COUNT
FILMAP
FINT F
G E MINI
IGNOR1
IGNOR2
IGNORF
Type
F
P
C
C
F
P
F
F
F
Places
Used
WATCH
MINTP
WATCH
MINTP
SEARCH
MINTP
FINTP
LIST
Others
FINT
EXEC
WATCH
NODATA
Various
WATCH
FINTP
MINT P
FINTP
Meaning
Set along with CHANGE. Causes proper
new Data Control Bit to be put in CNTROL.
Initialized (in WATCHdog) to the control
bits which proper input data must contain.
Frame counter. Set to zero at Frame Gate
Interrupt, incremented each frame until the
next Frame Gate.
Set to "2" during initialization for the list to
initialize itself. Set to "i" by various sub-
routines for LISTGR to turn off the MAPs in
the output buffer. Set to "0" for normal op-
erations of the LIST, to transfer input data
to the output buffer.
Frame Gate Interrupt Flag. Turned on to
indicate Frame Gate Interrupt has been
serviced and Processor Subroutine FINTP
should be called up.
Initialized (in WATCHdog) to the setting of
Skip Key 2. Set to "1" if Skip Key 2 is "ofi _'
(GEMINI data), "0" if Skip Key 2 is "on"
(Agena Data).
General alarm flag. Indicates anomaly has
occurred, hence that data cycle is invalid
and data should not be transferred to output
buffer.
Indicates Skip Key 4 has been changed, hence
that new Message Label should be put in
output buffer. Also, data cycle is invalid
and data should not be transferred to output
buffer.
Indicates previous cycle of data was invalid.
2O
Variable
LENGTH
LOSF
LOSIF
Type
P
F
F
Places
Used
MINTP
WATCH
MOUT
MOUT
Meaning
Initialized to one less than the number of
words in an input buffer. Used to set a B-
register to check the Data Control Bits of
the data in a full input buffer.
Set when Skip Key ¢ is turned on. Causes
program eventually to send out last output
buffer and come to orderly halt.
Set when LOSF is found to be on. Causes
the computer to come to an orderly halt.
MINTF F MINT
EXEC
Input Monitor Interrupt Flag. Turned on to
indicate Input Monitor Interrupt has occurred
and Processor Subroutine MINTP should be
called up.
NCHANL
NODATF
NUMBER
PLAYB
P
C
P
P
WATCH
SEARCH
NODATA
WATCH
MINTP
FINTP
WATCH
FINTP
Initialized (in SEARCH or WATCHdog) to the
alternate channel number, the channel on
which the required kind of input data is not
to be found.
Counts down from some initial value to zero,
to control the number of times NODATA will
return to the WATCHdog-SEARCH sequence
in an effort to locate proper data for proc-
essing. When NODATF reaches zero, a
message is printed out calling attention to
the lack of proper data.
Initialized to the number of input frames in
a data cycle, i.e., the value which the frame
counter COUNT should have reached when a
Frame Gate Interrupt occurs.
Initialized (in WATCHdog) to the setting of
Skip Key 4. Set to "1" if Skip Key 4 is "on"
(PCM Tape Playback mode), "0" if Skip Key
4 is "off' (PCM Live mode).
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Variable
REAL
ST ART F
Static
SWITCH
TEMP
TEMP + 4
VALIDF
Type
P
F
F
F
F
F
F
Places
Used
WATCH
NODATA
FINTP
FINTP
MOUT
Others
WATCH
BEGIN 2
LISTGD
LISTGR
MOUT
FINTP
Others
Meaning
Initialized (in WATCHdog) to the setting of
Skip Key 3. Set to "i" if Skip Key 3 is "off'
(spacecraft Real-Time mode), "0" if Skip
Key 3 is "on" (spacecraft Dump mode).
Initialized to "i" at start of program, indi-
cates output has not been initiated.
Status Word (Slot 5 of the output buffer).
Whenever data is being processed, this word
will be in one of two states, to report on the
previous output buffer: "Static" (currently
"200"), if the buffer was invalid; "Valid"
(currently "300"), if the buffer was valid.
Set when the WATCHdog determines that
channels have to be changed, but not the
kind of data. Then BEGIN 2 will initialize
the program to handle the old kind of data on
the new input channel.
Set to indicate that a 24-bit parameter was
not stored in the output buffer during one
data transfer sequence, and should be stored
during the next sequence. Note that
TEMP + 4 is used in LISTGR for this pur-
pose, instead of TEMP.
Set to indicate that a 24-bit parameter was
not stored in the output buffer during one
data transfer sequence, and should be stored
during the next sequence. Note that TEMP
is used in LISTGD for this purpose, instead
of TEMP + 4.
Set when the first valid data cycle is re-
ceived following a period of invalid data.
Causes the output buffer eventually to be
validated.
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Variable Type
VALID 8 F
Places
Used
MOUT
Others
WHICH 1 C MOUTGR
FINTP
XCOUNT C MINTP
LIST
XFLAG F SEARCH
YFLAG F SEARCH
Meaning
Set when VALIDF is found to be on. Causes
succeeding output buffers to be validated.
Set to "0", "I", or "2", to indicate which
section of output buffer is to be initiated
next.
Frame counter. Set to incremented value
of COUNT, used to pick up correct Data
Transfer Table.
Set if proper kind of input data is found on
Channel "X _'.
Set if proper kind of input data is found on
Channel "Y".
Routines and Subroutines
Name--First Initialization Routine.
Mnemonic--BEGIN i.
Function--Sets up the computer for TOMCAT-II B operation, and sets up
those parts of the program which do not depend on the specific kind of data to
be processed.
Input--Initial AU and AL settings.
Output--All routines, subroutines, program flags and counters properly set
up, insofar as this can be done without knowing the specific kind of data to be
processed. The DTU is turned on. The WATCHdog Subroutine is addressed to
determine the processing requirements, and the routine then exits directly to
the SEARCH Routine.
Operation--This is the routine first entered when the start switch is de-
pressed (Step 11 of the Operating Instructions). Interrupts are immediately
disabled and remain so during the entire routine. The initial AU and AL
settings are saved in STORAU and STORAL, respectively.
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Then the most significant five digits of STORAU are cleared, and the least
significant digit (LSD) is examined. If it is "0", STORAU is set to "000005".
Thus STORAU now contains the output channel number (the channel to which the
DTU is connected), and is used to initialize those program instructions and
parameters which depend on the output channel number.
Then the LSD (call it "Di") of STORAL is examined. If Dl = 0, CHANLX
is set to "000006" and CHANLY to "000007". If D l ¢ 0, CHANLY is set to
"00000Dr" and the second least significant digit (call it "D2") of STORAL is
examined. If D2 _ 0, CHANLX is set to "00000D2"; if D 2 = 0, then CHANLX is
set to "000006" if D i = 7, and to "000007" if Dt _ 7. Thus (CHANLX) = 00000X
and (CHANLY) = 00000Y, where X and Y are the input channel numbers (the
channels to which the PCMs are connected). Finally STORAL is set to "0000XY"
for future reference, and the channel numbers are then used to initialize
appropriate program instructions.
Program parameters are then set to their respective initial values; the
buffer control registers are cleared, and RILs are stored in the interrupt en-
trance registers. The program internal clocks are set up, and the DTU is
turned on. Then the WATCHdog Subroutine is addressed so that it may check
the skip keys to determine the kind of data processing requested. Finally the
routine exits directly to SEARCH.
Name--SEARCH Routine.
Mnemonic--SE ARCH.
Function--To locate the requested kind of input data for processing.
Input--The word CNTROL, containing the Data Control Bit of the requested
kind of data, and input channel numbers CHANLX and CHANLY.
Output--The word CHANNL contains the input channel number on which the
proper kind of data was located, and the routine exits directly to BEGIN 2. If
the routine was unable to locate proper data, it exits directly to NODATA.
Operation--Any current input is disabled, and then a one-word input buffer
with monitor is initiated on each input channel, and interrupts are enabled. A
timer is set to 1.95 ms, and at the end of this time, input is again disabled. In
the meantime, if a word came in on either or both channels, its Data Control
Bit was checked to see if it corresponded to that of CNTROL (the word CNTROL
was set by WATCHdog to correspond to the settings of Skip Keys 2 and 3). At
the end of the 1.95 ms time interval, the buffers are checked.
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If neither of them contained the proper kind of data, the routine exits to the
NODATA Routine. If just one buffer contained the proper kind of data, the cor-
responding channel number is put into CHANNL, and the routine exits to BEGIN 2
for final initialization. If both buffers contained the proper kind of data, then
the Priority Bit (Bit 13) is checked. This bit _s supposed to be set by the I_M
operator to indicate to the computer which channel he wants the computer to in-
put. The data in the Channel "X_v input barfer is checked, and if Bit 13 is set
there, Channel '_' is accepted for processing (CHANNL = CHANLX). Other-
wise, Channel "Y_' is accepted for processing (CHANNL = CHANLY). In either
case, Bit 13 is now added to CNTROL (so that CNTROL now contains both the
proper Data Control Bit and the Priority Bit), and the routine exits to BEGIN 2
for finalinitialization.
\
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Name--NODATA Routine
Mnemonic--N ODATA
Function--Causes the program to continue looking for proper data to process,
and sends out messages from time to time if it cannot find proper data.
Input--Flags GEMINI and REAL indicating the kind of data specified on Skip
Keys 2 and 3.
Output--Returns to WATCHdog to see if requirements have changed, and to
SEARCH to see if the proper data is still unavailable. From time to time, if
proper data cannot be located, prints out a message on the I/O Console advising
the computer operator of its difficulty.
Operation--There are two internal counters, NODATF and NODATG, used
in the operation of this routine. These counters are each initially set to "3".
At first, each time the routine is entered, the counter NODATF is decremented.
Then if it is not zero, the routine waits two seconds and then returns to the
WATCHdog-SEARCH sequence, attempting again to locate the requested kind of
data. NODATF is originally set to "3", so that after being entered three times,
it has been decremented to zero. The purpose of this is to give the operator
six seconds to make the changeover from one kind of data to the other.
At the end of that time, NODATF and NODATG are set equal to "(NODATG)
+ 3". This has the effect of setting NODATF to "6". Then the following
message is printed on the I/O Console:
(Carriage Return, 2 Line Feeds)
I CAN FIND NO (a) (b) DATA ON CHANNEL (c) or CHANNEL (d).
(Carriage Return, 2 Line Feeds)
The blanks indicated in the above message will contain the following:
(a) "GEMINI" if the flag GEMINI is set, "AGENA" otherwise.
(b) "REAL-TIME" if the flag REAL is set, "DUMP" otherwise.
(c) The channel number found in the word CHANLX.
(d) The channel number found in the word CHANLY.
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After the message has been sent out, the routine returns to the WATCHdog-
SEARCH sequence in a continued attempt to locate proper data for processing.
It continnes looping in this manner, decrementing NODATF each time it
enters the routine. Thus after six entries (12 seconds), NODATF will be zero,
and the routine will then set NODATF and NODATG to "(NODATG) + 3", (or "9"
in this case) send the appropriate message, and continue looping. Thus it will
be 18 seconds until the next message, then 24 seconds, then 30 seconds, etc.
This decreasing frequency is provided in an attempt to create insistence without
annoyance.
A
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A = space
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Disable !input timer
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Name--Second InitializationRoutine
Mnemonic--BEGIN 2
Function--To complete the initialization of the program, setting it up to
process the selected kind of data on the selected input channel.
Input--Flags GEMINI and REAL, specifying the kind of data to be processed;
words CHANNL, specifying the channel number on which the data is to be found,
and NCHANL, specifying the alternate channel number. Flag SWITCH, which is
set when only the input channel number, but not the kind of data, is to be
changed.
Output--Program completely set up for processing. Exits directly to the
Executive Loop.
Operation--First, program parameters are set to their assigned initial
values. Then CHANNL is brought in and used to set up those instructions that
depend on the input channel number, and NCHANL (containingthe alternate
channel number, the one which is not to be used) is brought in and used to set
up those instructions which refer to the channel not being used. IfSWITCH is
set, indicatingthat only the channel number is to be changed, and not the kind
of data, then the routine jumps around the next program area. In this area, the
input buffers are cleared and the output buffer is loaded with the fillpattern
"360s" ("111100002"). Then the program parameters and instructions that de-
pend on the specific kind of data to be processed (according to the flags GEMINI
and REAL) are initialized. This includes the input buffer limits, the output
buffer sync words, and the choice of MINT (MINTGR, MINTGD, MINTA),
MOUT (MOUTGR, MOUTU), and LIST (LISTGR, LISTGD, LISTA)programs.
Finally, the Output Monitor, Input Monitor and External Interrupt Entrance
Registers are loaded, the input timer is set to 2.4 seconds (by which time a
Frame Gate Interrupt should be received), and the routine exits directly to the
Executive Loop.
Name--Executive Loop
Mnemonic--EXEC
Function--To cycle in a continuous loop, checking the Interrupt Flags,
calling up the corresponding Processor Subroutines when it finds an Interrupt
Flag set, and calling up the WATCHdog Subroutine.
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Input--Interrupt Flags MINTF and FINTF, and CHANGE flag indicating that
data requirements have changed.
Output--Ordinarily, none. if CHANGE Flag is set, the routine immediately
disables interrupts and jumps to the SEARCH routine.
Operation--This routine is simply a continuous loop, which checks MINTF
and FINTF, and calls up WATCHdog. If MINTF is set (meaning that an Input
Monitor Interrupt has just been serviced), the Input Monitor Interrupt Processor
Subroutine is ca!!Ued, if FLN_T_ J_ =pf (meaning thhat a F___me C_ate Intermapt has
just been serviced), then MINTF is first checked, and answered ff necessary
(it has priority, for reasons which will be clear later on when MINTP is dis-
cussed}, and then the Frame Gate Interrupt Processor Subroutine is called.
Then WATCHdog is called, and when it returns to the Executive, the flag
CHANGE is observed. If found to be set, the data requirement has been changed
and the routine exits directly to SEARCH.
yes
yes
MI _TF
TOMCAT- liB
Executive Loop
CI_
CI-I_
yes yes
qGE J MI
)
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Name--CLOCK Subroutine
Mnemonic--CLOCK
Function--Maintains two separate clocks--BIGBEN, of 1/8 th-second
granularity, and TIKTOK, of 1/512th-second (i.95ms) granularity.
Input-Synchronizing interrupt.
Output--Clocks (counters) BIGBEN and TIKTOK.
Operation--This subroutine is entered upon occurrence of an internal syn-
chronizing interrupt. This interrupt occurs regularly 1024 times per second
under control of the computer internal clock. The subroutine flip-flops between
two different tasks on alternate interrupts (let us call them "even" and "odd").
On even interrupts, i.e., 512 times per second or each 1.95 ms, the clock
(counter) TIKTOK is incremented, and the subroutine is exited. On odd inter-
rupts, the counter CELLB is observed. If it is not zero, it is decremented by
one and the subroutine is exited. On the other hand, if CELLB has reached
zero, it is reset to its initial value of 63 _o, and the clock (counter) BIGBEN is
incremented. This technique will increment BIGBEN regularly eight times per
second (each 125 ms). Then the subroutine is exited.
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Name--Frame Gate Interrupt Routine
Mnemonic--FINT
Function--Initiates the first section of the first input buffer at the beginning
of each 2.4-second cycle of data, and sets the Frame Gate Interrupt Flag.
Input--External Interrupt (sent by PCM at Frame Gate Reset).
Output--Initiates input Imffer 1A; sets FINTF.
Operation--Immediately upon answering the External Interrupt, the first
section of the first input buffer is initiated ("input buffer 1A"). Then the Frame
Gate Interrupt Flag FINTF is set, so that the Executive Routine will know that
a Frame Gate Interrupt has occurred (and hence that the Frame Gate Processor
Subroutine should be called). Then the Subroutine enables interrupts and exits.
TO/k_.JkT - 116
Frame Gate interrupt Subroutine
V
I- L
SR,AL
I
FINTF
1
AL, SR
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Name--Frame Gate Interrupt Processor Subroutine
Mnemonic-- FINT P
Function--Checks the validity of the previous cycle of data, and if found to
be valid, sets in motion a sequence which will eventually validate the output
buffer. Also this subroutine sets the Message Label in the output buffer, and
initiates the first output buffer at the beginning of each pass, when valid data is
first received. Finally, it initializes the program properly to process the
incoming data cycle.
Input--Frame counter COUNT, flags IGNOR 1, IGNOR2 and STARTF.
Output--The exact output depends on the interrelation among several flags,
and is too complicated to be given briefly here (but see the later section of this
report entitled "Special Features"). Briefly, the subroutine sets flags either
to initiate or terminate a sequence which validates the output buffer, depending
on whether the subroutine found the previous cycle(s) of data valid or invalid.
In addition, the proper Message Label is set into Slot 4 of the output buffer, the
first full output buffer of valid data is initiated at the beginning of each pass,
the frame counter COUNT and the program clock TIKTOK are zeroed, a timer
is started on the input, and other internal input flags are properly set up.
Operation--The subroutine is called up by the Executive when EXEC sees
the Frame Gate Interrupt Flag FINTF set. The subroutine first checks the
validity of the previous cycle of data. It does this in three ways. First, it
checks the frame counter COUNT to see that the previous cycle was "long
enough", i.e., that enough frames of data came in: If not, then it assigns
"alarm" values to the "alarm sequence" flags (the alarm sequence of flags is
explained in some detail in "Special Features"). Secondly, it examines the gen-
eral alarm flag IGNOR 1 (if found to be set, the previous cycle is deemed in-
valid). Thirdly, it examines the "changed data" flag IGNOR2. If set, the kind
of input data has changed during the previous cycle, and besides calling the
cycle invalid, the subroutine writes the new Message Label in Slot 4 of the out-
put buffer. Now if for any of these three reasons, the previous input cycle is
deemed invalid, the subroutine sets the internal flag IGNORF and jumps to the
last block of instructions.
If on the other hand, the subroutine can find no evidence that the previous
cycle of data was invalid, it deems the data valid, and immediately checks the
flag IGNORF. If IGNORF is not set, it will mean that the previous cycle was
also valid, and hence that everything has been (and still is) running smoothly.
In this case, no special action need be taken, and the subroutine jumps to the last
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block of instructions. However, if IGNORF is found to be set, then it is turned
off, and the next block of instructions is entered. The reasoning here is that
the previous cycle of valid data was the first such cycle immediately following a
period of invalid data. That is, the input has just changed from invalid to valid.
Thus the output buffer, which had therefore contained invalid data for some tin_,
has now been filled with valid data. Hence the subroutine sets VALIDF, which
the Output Monitor Interrupt Subroutine will use to validate the next output
buffer it sends out.
Be flag STARTF is examined. If set, it is turned off, and the output is
initiated. The flag STARTF is set only in BEGIN 1, so that once it gets turned
off here, it will never get set again during the pass. Thus, when the first full
cycle of valid data is received at the beginning of a pass, the output is started,
and will not halt until _ip Key ¢ is set (signifying LOS; see below).
Now the last block of instructions is entered, which sets up the program
properly to handle the incoming cycle. The frame counter COUNT and the clock
TIKTOK are reset to zero, and flags are set for the proper running of the
appropriate Input Monitor Interrupt Subroutine and its associated Processor
Subroutine MINTP. Finally the input timer is started and the subroutine exits.
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Name--Input Monitor Interrupt Subroutines
Mnemonic--MINTGR, MINTGD, MINTA
Function--Initiates each section of each input buffer as the previous section
fills up. Also resets input timer for each section, and when an entire buffer is
full, sets the Input Monitor Interrupt Flag.
Input--Programmed Input Monitor Interrupt {generated by the computer
when a previously active input buffer terminates).
Output--Initiates next section of input buffer, and resets input timer
INCLOK. Also sets MINTF at end of each buffer.
Operation--There are actually three different MINT programs: MINTGR,
MINTGD and MINTA, to input Gemini R__eal-Time data, _Gemini _Dump data, and
Agena data, respectively. But all three work in essentially the same way, and
differ only in the dimensions of their input data block.
Each frame of input data has been broken up into sections, in such a way
that each section takes 12.5 ms to come into the computer. Each of these sec-
tions is timed by an input timer which is driven by the program clock TIKTOK.
The timer is initially set to 7/512 second (13.7 ms); if by the end of that time
the buffer section has not filled up, then it is assumed that the input from the
PCM has been inhibited, and appropriate action is taken by WATCHdog. On the
other hand, if data is inputting properly, then at the end of 12.5 ms, this sub-
routine will be entered, and among other things will reset the input timer to
13.7 ms again. Thus under normal conditions, the input timer will never run
out.
Besides taking each frame into the computer in sections, each frame is
taken into a buffer area different from the buffer area of the preceding frame.
There are two of these input buffer areas--buffer #1 handles the odd-numbered
frames, and buffer #2 the even-numbered frames. In this way, each buffer is
being unloaded while the alternate buffer is being filled.
There are two counters which control the subroutine flow. The first,
BUFLAG, is used to divert the subroutine to the instruction area for the parti-
cular input buffer to be filled, and the second, B-register #1 {which we call
"B i"), selects the particular section of that buffer to be initiated. Now as the
reader already knows, nothing in the way of input occurs at the beginning of
each pass until the first Frame Gate Interrupt is received. Then the FINT Sub-
routine initiates input buffer 1A (Section A of input buffer #1). Then, when
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FINTP is called, among other things it sets the flag BUFNOW to "1" (this flag
is discussed later), the counter BUFLAG to BUFNUM (BUFNUM had been initi-
ally set in BEGIN 2 to N = the number of sections in each input buffer) and the
B-register B l to "0". When that buffer 1A is full, this subroutine is entered.
First it checks to see ff BUFLAG is zero. If not, it decrements BUFLAG
and goes to the buffer #1 instruction area; ff (BUFLAG) = 0, it goes to the
buffer #2 instruction area. This has the effect of sending the program to the
buffer #1 instruction area N consecutive times, to initiate consecutively the re-
rn_nl,_ N-1 sections of buffer #1 and the "A" section of buffer #2. Each of
these times, B j is Used to select the particular section to be initiated next;
then B I is incremented so as to be ready to select the following section the next
time through. When all the sections of buffer #1 have been filled, B i selects
Section A of buffer #2; then B i is set to "0" (so that it is ready to go through the
same sequence for buffer #2 as it just did for buffer #1), and the Input Monitor
Interrupt Flag MINTF is set. In the meantime of course, BUFLAG has been
decremented down to zero, so that on succeeding visits to the Subroutine, it
will divert control to the buffer #2 instruction area, and begin filling that up,
section by section, in the way just described for buffer #1. Finally, just before
exiting, the input timer is reset to 13.7ms, to time the section just initiated.
To summarize, there are N sections in each of two input buffers. Each
time the Subroutine is entered, it simply initiates the next section and resets
the input timer. However, when the last section of a buffer is full, the sub-
routine initiates the first section of the alternate buffer, sets MINTF, and re-
sets the timer. Thus when the Executive sees MINTF set, it knows that a
complete input buffer has been filled and is hence ready to be unloaded, and it
calls up the Input Monitor Interrupt Processor Subroutine MINTP.
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Name--Input Monitor Interrupt Processor Subroutine
Mnemonic--MINTP
Function--Checks the validity of the just-filled buffer of data, and ff found
to be valid, causes it to be transferred to the output buffer. Also sets up MINT
properly to input the next buffers.
Input--Frame counter COUNT, word CNTROL, flags IGNOR 1 and IGNOR2.
Output--Sets Frame Counters COUNT and XCOUNT to (COUNT)+1. If just-
filled input buffer is deemed invalid, sets the alarm sequence of flags to alarm
values. Sets BUFLAG properly to divert MINT control to proper buffer in-
struction area. Calls appropriate LIST Subroutine to transfer data from input
buffer to output buffer is data is deemed valid.
Operation--This Subroutine is called up by the Executive when EXEC ob-
serves the Input Monitor Interrupt Flag MINTF set. First, the Subroutine in-
crements the Frame Counter COUNT and sets the frame counter XCOUNT to the
incremented value of COUNT. (Two counters are used instead of one for purely
historical reasons--they were necessary on TOMCAT-llA). Then the incre-
mented value of COUNT is examined to see if it is too large, i.e., ff too many
frames have come in since the last Frame Gate Interrupt. If so, alarm values
are set in the alarm sequence of flags. If not, BUFNOW is examined to see
whether buffer #1 or buffer #2 has just been filled. If (BUFNOW) = 1, buffer #1
is full, and BUFNOW is set to "0". If (BUFNOW) = 0, buffer #2 is full,
BUFNOW is set to "1", and BUFLAG is set to "1_', the number of sections in
an input buffer. (This is done so that MINT will properly divert control of the
buffer #1 instruction area for the next N times).
Next the control bits of the words in the just-filled input buffer are com-
pared with those of CNTROL. If they are not identical, then besides setting
alarm values for the alarm sequence of flags, the CHANGE flag is set so that
the Executive will know to look for a possible change in data requirements.
Finally if no indication of invalid data can be found, the subroutine calls up the
appropriate LIST Subroutine to perform the actual data transfer.
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NamemData Transfer Lists Subroutines
Mnemonic--LISTGR, LISTGD, LISTA
Function--To transfer the input data (whatever type--Gemini Real-Time,
Gemini Dump, or Agena) to the proper output buffer locations. In addition,
LISTGR is used to put invalid Message Acceptance Pulses (hereinafter called
"MUPs") in the proper (LA01) locations in the output buffer under control of the
core program.
Input--Flag FILMAP, word BUFCR, program clock BIGBEN, input data
frame counter XCOUNT, and the actual input data.
Output--Input data properly stored in the output buffer. In addition, under
special conditions, discussed below, there may be other outputs.
Operation--The value of the flag FILMAP, which will be either "0 'v , "1"
or "2", determines the specific function that the LIST is being asked to perform.
(FILMAP) = 2. During the Second Initialization Routine BEGIN2, FILMAP
is set to "2" and the appropriate LIST Subroutine is called up. In this case, the
subroutine simply initializes itself, clears FILMAP, and returns to BEGIN2.
This initialization of the Subroutine consists of setting up the instructions that
examine the current address of the output buffer for the purpose of determining
if a 24-bit parameter is being outputted (the 24-bit parameter problem is dis-
cussed in more detail below). The initialization is accomplished quite simply
by storing the address portion of the word BUFCR in each of the instruction
locations mentioned. The word BUFCR is set up during BEGIN 1, and contains
the address of the "current address" output buffer control register for the DTU
channel. That is, (BUFCR) = 41 + 2K, where K is the channel number to which
the DTU is connected.
(FILMAP) = 1. When an anomaly occurs during the running of the core
program and casts doubt on the validity of the data in the output barfer, FILMAP
is set to "1 'v and the appropriate LIST Subroutine is entered. In the case of
LISTGD or LISTA, the subroutine simply turns right around and exits again
without doing anything (except clearing FILMAP, of course). In the case of
LISTGR, however, the value 3778 is written into all the LA01 locations in the
output buffer. Then FILMAP is cleared and the subroutine is exited.
This function is used to eliminate the potentially dangerous condition which
would occur if for some reason the output buffer data were to become static
(unchanging) with valid Message Acceptance Pulses (hereinafter called simply
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"MAPs"), 000 s, in the LA01 locations. The Digital Command System (DCS)
interprets such a MAP (000s) as a guarantee that its previous command has
been received and implemented by the spacecraft. For this reason, every
practical precaution must be taken (1) to guarantee transmission of every MAP
received, and (2) to avoid sending a MAP when in fact one has not been re-
ceived. Requirement (1) is discussed in more detail later on. Requirement (2)
is the condition which the present function obtains. That is, as soon as some
anomaly occurs to compromise the validity of the data in the output buffer, the
core program sets (FILMAP) = 1, and calls up this LIST Subroutine. This
Subroutine then stores MUPs (3778 ) in the LA01 locations in the output buffer,
thus guaranteeing that MAPs (000s) will not be transmitted erroneously.
(FILMAP) = 0. This is the "normal" value for FILMAP, used when the
LIST is being called upon to perform its normal function of transferring data
from the input buffer to the output buffer. To accomplish this, the frame
counter XCOUNT is entered into a B-register and an indirect addressing scheme
is used to jump to the particular Data Transfer List which corresponds to the
particular input frame just received. Then the actual data transfer takes place
and the subroutine is exited. The construction of the Data Transfer Lists was
simplified by analyzing carefully all recurring patterns in the input data stream,
so as to take advantage of any redundancies which do occur. This analysis is
given in some detail in an earlier volume (Volume Ill). Otherwise, the coding
is quite straightforward, with the exception of the four following special
problems.
LA01. As mentioned above, it is a prime requirement that the program
guarantee the transmission of all MAPS received, insofar as practical. Two
special techniques are employed to do this. First, if the value of the parameter
LA01 received in the input data train is not either definitely a MAP (0008) or a
MUP (377 s ), then some method must be employed to assign either one value or
the other, as MAPs and MUPs are handled differently. The method used here
is a bit-counting scheme. The subroutine examines the seven most significant
bits of the parameter (i. e., bits 2 7 through 2 ' of the actual input word), and
assigns the value 000 8 (MAP) to the word if fewer than four of these bits are
"l's", and the value 377 8 (MUP) if four or more of these bits are "l's".
Secondly, it is necessary to insure that when a MAP is placed in the output
buffer, it remains there at least 28 ms. This is the maximum time difference
between readout by the DTU of successive LA01 locations. Thus by causing
each MAP to remain this long we can guarantee that it will be read out at least
once. Since the time period between data transfers of consecutive input frames
is less than 28ms (in fact, it is 25ms), it is necessary that any MAP which is
placed in the output buffer during one data transfer, remain there at least until
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the second following data transfer. In this way, it will be at least 50 ms until it
is written over, and thus the DTU will be certain to see it.
AA01. This parameter is the least significant syllable (LSS) of the 24-bit
parameter AA02 (Spacecraft Elapsed Time, or SET). Besides being stored in
its assigned locations in the output buffer, AA01 is also written directly into the
LSS of AA02, so that the SET will be up-to-date when received.
AA03. This parameter is the spacecraft Tr (Time-to-Retrofire) clock.
Since this parameter is received only once in every 2.4-second inlr_t frame, it
is not being continuously updated. As some time will elapse between the time
the parameter is transferred to the output buffer and the time it is finally read
out by the DTU, the parameter is likely to be incorrect when finally transmitted.
To correct this situation, the parameter is time-tagged when it is transferred
to the output buffer, by storing the current program time BIGBEN in the location
TIMET at the time of transfer. When the DTU is ready to read the Tr out, it
notifies the core program, which brings in the current value of BIGBEN, sub-
tracts T1MET, and thus determines how long the Tr has been sitting in the out-
put buffer. Subtracting this time difference from AA03 gives the true time-to-
retrofire, which is then read out by the DTU as the true (up-to-date) value of
AA03.
All 24-bit parameters. Steps are taken to assure the integrity of all 24-bit
parameters when transmitted. The difficulty could naturally arise that this
Subroutine would transfer a 24-bit parameter to its three consecutive locations
in the output buffer at the same time that the DTU was engaged in sending that
parameter out (it takes the DTU 8 ms to read out all three syllables of a 24-bit
parameter). If this occurred, the DTU would actually transmit the first one or
two syllables of the old parameter, and the last syllables of the new parameter,
and of course these may not be compatible. To avoid this, the subroutine looks
at the current address of the word next in line to be outputted, and compares
that address with the locations in which the subroutine intends to store the 24-
bit parameter. If they match, the Subroutine does not store the parameter in
the output buffer, but instead, stores it in a temporary holding area, and sets a
flag which will cause the parameter to be stored in its proper locations at the
time of the next data transfer, 25 ms later (by which time, of course, the DTU
will have finished reading out the old parameter).
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Name--Output Monitor Interrupt Subroutines
Mnemonic--MOUTGR, MOUTU
Function--Initiates each output buffer when the previous buffer is emptied.
Also validates those output buffers which contain guaranteed valid data, sets a
time limit on each buffer so that the WATCHdog will be notified if the DTU hangs
up, and takes care of bringing the entire program to an orderly halt at LOS. In
addition, the MOUTGR Subroutine corrects the parameter AA03 (time-to-
retrofire) for the time it spent sitting in the output buffer, just before sending
it out.
Input--Flags LOSF, VALIDF, VALID 8
Output--The next output buffer is initiated with correct values in the Status
Word (Slot 5), and (in the case of MOUTGR) an updated value in AA03, and the
output timer is set. In addition, if LOS has occurred, a sequence is initiated
which will eventually bring the computer to an orderly halt.
Operation--There are two Output Monitor Interrupt Subroutines--MOUTGR
(for processing _Gemini _Real-Time data) and MOUTU (a Universal model, used
for Gemini Dump and Agena data processing). They differ only in that MOUTGR
contains provisions for pausing twice during the outputting of the buffer to
correct the Tr for the time it spent in the computer waiting to be sent out.
The Subroutine is entered upon occurrence of a programmed Output Monitor
Interrupt (generated by the computer when a previously active output buffer ter-
minates). First, the output timer is reset. This timer was initially set to
2 1/8 seconds; if by the end of that time the buffer has not been emptied by the
DTU (a process which should take exactly 2 seconds), it is assumed that the
DTU has hung up, and appropriate action is taken by WATCHdog. On the other
hand, if data is outputting properly, then at the end of 2 seconds, this Subroutine
will be entered and (among other things) will reset the output timer again. Thus
under normal conditions, the output timer will never run out.
Secondly, the flag LOSF is examined. This flag will be set by WATCHdog
when it detects Skip Key ¢ turned on and off (at LOS). Hence if (LOSF) = 0, LOS
has not occurred, and the Subroutine simply jumps around the next block of in-
structions. If (LOSF) = 1, however, then the program must be brought to an
orderly halt, by sending out one last output buffer of data and then shutting down.
To accomplish this an internal flag, LOS1F (which was set to "0" in BEGIN 1),
is now examined. The first time through (when LOSF is first found to be "1"),
LOS1F will still be "0 'v, and is set to "1", so that the second time through, the
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Subroutinewill know that the final output buffer has been sent out and the com-
puter can be shut down. That is, if (LOS1F) = 1, the Subroutine locks out inter-
rupts, sets up the initial AU and AL register settings (see Note 3' of the
Operating Instructions), and comes to a normal Stop 5 with P = 5000. If
(LOS1F) = 0, the Subroutine sets LOS1F to "1", and sets Bit 7 of the Message
Label in Slot 4 of the output buffer (the "last frame" indicator), to alert the
receiver that the program is sending its final buffer and is about to shut down.
Thirdly, the flag VALIDF is examined. If this flag is "0", no action is
taken, and the Subroutine simply jumps to the next block of instructions. If
(VALIDF) = 1, however, it means that the input data, which for one reason or
another had been invalid for a while, has now become good. That is, the output
buffer had up until now been deemed invalid, but it now contains all valid data.
Hence the buffer must be validated, by changing the Status Word in Slot 5 of the
output buffer. But since the Status Word reports on the previous buffer, it must
not be changed right away, but instead must be changed the next time through
this sequence, after the next buffer (which will be completeIy valid) has been
sent.
To accomplish this, if (VALIDF) = 1, it is set to "0" and the flag VALID8
is set to "1". If (VALIDF) = 0, however, then VALID8 is examined. Then if
(VALID8) = 0, no action is taken. If (VALID8) = 1, however, it is set to "0"
and the Status Word is changed to the valid data indicator.
Finally, the next output buffer is initiated, and the Subroutine exits.
Only one change is made to this sequence to accommodate the updating of
the Tr in the MOUTGR model of this Subroutine. The Tr (parameter AA03)
occurs in two places in the output buffer, in Slots 69-71 and in Slots 319-321.
At the end of the above sequence, when the output buffer is initiated, it is set
only to output the words through Slot 68, and an internal flag, WHICH 1, is set
to "1". Thus when the Output Monitor Interrupt occurs, and this Subroutine is
entered, WHICH 1 is examined. Hence if (WHICH 1) = 1, the Subroutine knows
that it is about to output the Tr from Slots 69-71, and therefore this parameter
must be updated to account for the time that it has been sitting in the output
buffer. To do this, the Subroutine FIXTR is called up.
This FIXTR Subroutine picks up the current program time (BIGBEN), and
subtracts from it the contents of the word TIMET. This word TIMET was set
by the LISTGR Subroutine to the then-current value of BIGBEN, at the time the
parameter AA03 was placed in the output buffer. The difference (DELTAT) be-
tween (BIGBEN) and (TIMET) therefore is precisely the time interval (in eighths
of a second) that the Tr has been sitting in the output buffer. This difference is
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therefore subtracted from AA03 to arrive at a new value which represents the
true time-to-retrofire. This new value is put into the output buffer at Slots 69-
71 and Slots 319-321, and the current program time (BIGBEN) is then put in
TIMET, to become the new reference time from which future updatings are
made. The FIXTR then exits back to MOUTGR, which then sets (WHICH 1) = 2,
initiates the next output buffer from Slot 69 to Slot 318, and exits.
The next Output Monitor Interrupt will cause MOUTGR to be entered, and
the Subroutine will find (WHICH 1) = 2. Then it will call up FIXTR to update the
parameter, set 0_HICH 1) = 0 and initiate the last part of the output buffer,
from Slot 319 to Slot 500. When the following Output Monitor Interrupt occurs,
with (WHICH 1) = 0, the Subroutine will enter the sequence first described.
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Name--WATCHdogSubroutine
Mnemonic--WATCH
Function--To monitor the Skip Key settings andthe input and output timers,
andtake appropriate action if any of the SkipKey settings is changed, or if
either the input or output timer has run out.
Input--Skip Keys ¢, 2, 3, and 4; flags GEMINI, REAL and PLAYB; input
timer INCLOK and output timer TIMER.
Output--Flags GEMINI, REAL, PLAYB, LOSF, CHANGEand SWITCH;
word CNTROL. Also various actions are taken if any anomalies were
discovered.
Operation--The Subroutine is called up once during each circuit of the Exec-
utive Loop. First, the Subroutinechecks SkipKey ¢. If "off", no action is
taken. If "on", then LOS has occurred, and hence the Subroutine sets LOSF and
sets alarm values in the alarm sequence of flags.
Secondly, the Subroutine checks Skip Keys 2 and 3, to see if either setting
has been changed from its position the last time it was checked. Skip Key 2 is
"ofi _' for Gemini, "on" for Agena. The previous setting is given by the flag
GEMINI ("1" for Gemini, "0" Agena). If the setting has been changed, the flag
GEMINI is changed to conform to the new setting, and the flags CHANGE and
CHNGE 1 are set. Skip Key 3 is "off" for real-time data, "on" for dump data
(spacecraft dump). The previous setting is given by the flag REAL ("1" for
real-time, "0" for dump). If the setting has been changed, the flag REAL is
changed to conform to the new setting, and the flags CHANGE and CHNGE 1 are
set. Thus at the end of this sequence, GEMINI and REAL have been set to
specify the current settings of Skip Keys 2 and 3, and in addition, if either or
both of these settings have been changed since the last time they were observed,
the flags CHANGE and CHNGE 1 are set.
Now CHNGE 1 is observed. If it is "0", no action is taken. If it is "1",
then it is turned off, and the word CNTROL is set to the Data Control Bit of the
new kind of data called for by the Skip Key settings. Furthermore, alarm
values are set for the alarm sequence of flags, and the flags NODATF and
NODATG are reset to their initial values.
Next, the input timer INCLOK is examined to see if time has run out, i.e.,
if it has taken too long for the current section of input buffer to come in. The
timer itself works in a very simple way. The timer is "set" each time by
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writing the time it will be when the time limit is up. For instance, in this ap-
plication, the current program time (TIKTOK) is brought in, incremented by 8,
and stored in INCLOK. Thus the timer will have "run out" when the current
program time (TIKTOK) advances to the value in INCLOK. This will occur
sometime between 7/512 and 8/512 of a second later (the uncertainty is due to
the granularity of the clock, which is 1/512 second). Thus the timer will be
running for at least 7/512 second (which is 13.7 ms) from the time it was set.
This is plenty of time for a section of input buffer to come in.
If the time is not up, i.e., ff (_,TCLOK) > (TIKTOK), then no action is
taken, and the Subroutine simply jumps around the next block of instructions.
If the time is up, however, it means that the input has been inhibited. There
are two possible reasons for this. Either the PCM is simply out-of-sync, or it
has actually been inhibited manually (perhaps to change to the other channel).
In either case, alarm values are given to the alarm sequence of flags, and a
one-word buffer is initiated on the alternate channel. A 1.95 ms timer is
started, and the Subroutine waits. If the time runs out before a word comes in,
the alternate-channel buffer is terminated, the input timer is reset to 13.7 ms
and the Subroutine jumps to the next area. If a word comes in before the timer
runs out, its control bits are checked. If they do not conform to the values
specified in CNTROL, the input timer is reset to 13.7 ms and the Subroutine
jumps to the next area. On the other hand, if a word comes in on the alternate
channel which has the proper control bits, then the Subroutine causes the pro-
gram to change channels and set up to process the data from the alternate
channel. It accomplishes this by interchanging the values of CHANNL and
NCHANL, setting the SWITCH flag, and exiting directly to BEGIN2 to re-
initialize the program to input on the new channel.
Next, the Subroutine checks the output timer TIMER. If it has not run out,
no further action is taken, and the Subroutine simply jumps around the next
block of instructions. If the timer has run out, however, it means that the DTU
has hung up (this is a sporadic hardware problem that the program must be able
to accommodate). The Subroutine then sets alarm values for the alarm sequence
of flags, except that it does not turn off the MAPs in the output buffer (because
the data transfer has not ceased, but has been continuing to renew the data).
Then the DTU is turned on again and the output timer is reset.
Lastly, Skip Key 4 is examined. This key is "offl' for live data (direct from
the spacecraft), "on" for tape playback (from the PCM tape deck). The previous
setting is given by the flag PLAYB ("0" for live, "1" for tape playback). If the
setting has been changed, the flag PLAYB is changed to conform to the new po-
sition, and alarm values are given to the alarm sequence of flags, except that
the flag IGNOR 2 is set instead of the usual alarm flag IGNOR 1 (the further use
of this flag is described in the explanation of the Subroutine FINTP). Then the
Subroutine exits.
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SPECIAL FEATURES
Alarm Sequence
Most of the flags used in the program have either an obvious function which
can be understood immediately, or an obscure function which can be understood
only by studying the subroutine involved. There is one group of flags, however,
called the "alarm sequence", whose use throughout the program is so
widespread that it deserves special explanation.
There are many conditions which, when they obtain, cast doubt on the
validity of the data in the output buffer. Among the more obvious are that the
input data train is too long or too short, the wrong kind of data is present in the
train, the PCM or DTU is hung up, some of the skip keys are changed, etc.
When any of these conditions occurs, then, it is necessary immediately to in-
validate the output buffer. At a later time, when the data becomes valid again,
then it is naturally required to re-validate the output buffer. For these pur-
poses, the alarm sequence of flags is used. These include the alarm flags
IGNOR 1 and IGNOR 2, the status flag Static, and the validating flags VALIDF
and VALID 8. When any compromising condition occurs, the following actions
are takem
(D The validating flags VALIDF and VALID 8 are immediately turned off.
The MOUT Subroutines use these flags to validate the output buffer;
hence if they happened to be on, it is imperative that they be turned off
immediately. For if this were not done (say, e.g., the program first
invalidated the output buffer and then later turned off these flags), it
could happen that in the interim, MOUT would come along, see the flags
set, and re-validate the buffer. Thus it would end up valid, not invalid
as required.
(2) The flag Static is set. This is the out-of-sync (invalid) Status Work in
the output buffer.
(3) One of the alarm flags is set. It will almost always be the "general"
alarm flag IGNOR 1. The sole exception occurs in WATCHdog when
Skip Key 4 is found to be changed from its previous setting; in this
case, IGNOR2 is set instead of IGNOR1. This is done so that FINTP
will know to change the Message Label in Slot 4 of the output buffer to
conform to the new input.
(4) In the event Gemini Real-Time data is being processed, MUP patterns
(377 s ) are stored in all of the LA01 locations in the output buffer. This
is done to prevent the DCS from seeing "stale" valid MAPs which
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might happen to be present when the input hangs up (and would hence
continue to be transmitted in the absence of new values being trans-
ferred into the buffer).
Now when FINTP sees one (or both) of the alarm flags set, it first clears
them (so that they will be ready to report on the validity of the next cycle) and
then sets the flag IGNORF. Thus when FINTP is again entered 2.4 seconds
later, it can determine whether the cycle prior to the just-completed cycle was
invalid. In this way, if both alarm flags are clear and IGNORF is set, FINTP
knows that an entire cycle of valid data has come in and replaced the previously
invalid data in the output buffer. Hence from then on, the output buffers will be
valid.
To validate them, FINTP sets the validating flag VALIDF. When MOUT
sees this flag, it then knows that the next buffer it sends out will be valid. So
it clears VALIDF and sets the other validating flag VALID8. The next time
through, then, when MOUT sees VALIDF clear and VALID8 set, it knows that
it has just finished sending out the first valid output buffer following a sequence
of invalid buffers and hence it turns off the Static flag (it sets the Status Word to
"valid"). From then on, until another compromising condition occurs, the
output buffers will be labeled "valid".
Timing Considerations
As in most real-time situations, there are some critical timing relation-
ships which must be kept in mind. There are several of these.
One of the less crucial relationships revolves around the fact that two al-
ternate input buffers are used to input the data. Thus it is necessary to complete
the data transfer from one buffer in the time it takes the other to fill up. As this
is a minimum of 25 ms, there is actually plenty of time to take care of this.
However, in future editions of the program it may be necessary to consider this
relationship more carefully.
Another minor problem is occasioned by the fact that the receiving hardware
uses a time-dependent stripper to remove data from the stream. Thus it is
important to keep feeding the DTU with data. As the DTU works at a rate of
4 ms/word, this requirement means that succeeding output buffers must be
initiated within 4 ms of the termination of the previous one. Again, this presents
no problem in the current edition of the program, but should be kept in mind as
future editions are developed.
A third timing relationship is a true problem, even in the current program.
It involves the minimum time interval between input words in the data stream.
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This minimum occurs in the Gemini stream--at a telemetry transmission rate
of 51.2 KBS (6400 words/sec) the time between words is only 156us. Of course,
the computer does not see every word, and even if it did, the fully buffered input
does not require attention until the termination of a buffer. But nevertheless,
two problems arise. The first, naturally, is that after one section of input
buffer is terminated, the next section must be initiated within 1.56 ms (time
between the 74th word of one frame and the 4th word of the next). This is, of
course, no problem at all. The other problem is that between occurrence of a
Frame Gate Interrupt (signaling the beginning of a new 2.4-second data cycle)
and the arrival u_-¢*_^_u_first input data word, there is only 156us, because the
sync words immediately precede the first data word.
To study this problem, it is necessary to keep track of all places in the
program when interrupts are locked out. (Of course, we are only concerned
with the problem when the program is actually processing, not during initializa-
tion). These areas are in the interrupt subroutines FINT, MINT, MOUT and
CLOCK, and in L8 of LISTGR (when the 24-bit parameter AA03, time-to-retro-
fire, is being handled). This latter area, however, need not be considered,
since it is entered immediately after the first section of the ninth input buffer of
the cycle is initiated, and hence there is 12.5 ms available before the next
section is to be initiated. This might not obtain in future editions of the program,
however, hence the following analysis would not be valid.
During the time between occurrence of a Frame Gate Interrupt and arrival
of the first data word, we must allow for an Output Monitor Interrupt (12us),
a Synchronizing Interrupt (12 us), and the initiation of the first section of the
first input buffer following the Frame Gate Interrupt (28 us). We do not need to
allow for the time required to finish a current instruction, since the External
Interrupt has priority over the Output Monitor Interrupt. Hence the buffer will
be initiated within 52 us of receipt of the Frame Gate Interrupt, well in advance
of the arrival of the first data word. An Input Monitor Interrupt need not be
allowed for, since this will occur after the 74th word in the last frame of the
cycle, leaving plen_ of time to service the interrupt before the Frame Gate
Interrupt can occur (after the third word of the following frame).
There is one further problem which does not trouble the current program,
but which must be considered in the future. This is the absolute necessity of
avoiding the stacking of interrupt servicing. In plain language, each interrupt
must be serviced before the next one arrives. Otherwise insuperable problems
will occur--in particular, the return address of an interrupt subroutine could
be obliterated by answering the next interrupt before exiting the interrupt sub-
routine from the last one. The only subroutine where this is a clear and present
danger is the CLOCK, which must answer the Synchronizing Interrupt every
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977 us. In the present program, even if all interrupt subroutines are stacked
and the lockout in L 8 of LISTGR is allowed for, there is no possibility of this
catastrophe actually materializing. However, in future editions this might not
be the case. In particular, if any functions are added to MOUT (e. g., to solve
the on-board computer parameter problem}, the problem could well reappear.
There are at least two ways that one might consider to avoid it. One would be
to leave the interrupts locked out throughout the entire CLOCK Subroutine. This
would unfortunately add 94us to the 12us given before, which brings the 52us
mentioned earlier to 146us leaving a very marginal 10us to initiate the first
section of input buffer. The other solution would be to put noncritical functions
to be done at output monitor interrupt time in a separate Output Monitor Inter-
rupt Processor Subroutine MOUTP, using an Output Monitor Interrupt Flag
MOUTF to require the Executive to call this subroutine. Were this to be done,
some of the functions presently performed in the MOUT Subroutines could be
moved to this Processor.
Programming Techniques
Most of the programming is quite straight forward. The use of circuitous
instruction sequences and sophisticated instruction modification has been pur-
posely kept to a minimum. However, we will include here a note about the as-
signment of symbolic addresses since there are some patterns we can point out
which will be of assistance to the programmer with the task of modifying this
program to meet future requirements.
Firstly, we have assigned each routine or subroutine a characteristic
letter, according to the following table:
Characteristic
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
H
J
L
M
Subroutines
Where Used
FINT, FINTP
MINTGR, MINTP
MOUTGR, MOUTU
MINTGD
SEARCH
NODATA
BEGIN 1
CLOCK
WATCHdog
BEGIN 2
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Then whenever a symbolic location in a subroutine is assigned, the character-
istic letter is used. E.g., the symbolic addresses in CLOCK (aside from
CLOCK itself} are J1, J2, and JSRSAV. In this way, we avoid assigning any
of these addresses in other subroutines, and hence we reduce the chance of
assembly error. Besides using the characteristic letter, we have called all
places where we store the contents of the Special Register "SRSAV"--e. g.,
JSRSAV, ASRSAV, etc., and all places where we store the contents of the Index
Control Register 'TICRS_V--BICRSV, DICRSV, etc. Furthermore, most of the
locations which require address modification during initialization are preceded
by an X--XM!, XM2 and XM4 in BEG!N2, for instance.
In addition to the use of characteristic letters, we have attempted to use
straightforward mnemonics for those addresses which begin a block of instruc-
tions with a specific purpose. Thus, e.g., FIXGEM and FIXAG for "Fix
Gemini" and "Fix Agena" in BEGIN2, XCHECK and YCHECK for "Check Channel
X_' and "Check Channel _v in SEARCH, etc.
Finally we have collected all the program constants, variables and storage
locations in one block, beginning with FILMA1 _. Some of the meanings of the
mnemonics are obvious, others somewhat obscure. In the interest of
completeness, however, we provide the following list:
Mnemonic Original Meaning
ABUF One less than the number of words in Agena input buffer
ADBIT
_Agena _Dump Data Control Bit
ADID Agena Dump ID Label
ALIST Address of Agena LIST
ALSAVE Save AL
ALSAV 1 Save AL #1
ALSAV2 Save AL #2
ALSAV 3 Save AL #3
ANUM Number of Agena frames per cycle
APART Number of parts (sections) in Agena input buffer
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Mnemonic
ARBIT
ARID
ASYNC
AUSAVE
AUSAV 2
AIAE
AIS
A2S
BIGBEN
BIT 7
BIT 8
BIT 13
BUFCR
BUFLAG
BUFNOW
BU FNU M
CELLB
CELLC
CHANGE
CHANLX
CHANLY
Original Meaning
Agena Real-Time Data Control Bit
Agena Real-Time ID Label
Agena Sync Pattern
Save AU
Save AU #2
Agena buffer #i, Section A, ending address
__ m
Agena input buffer #1 starting address
Agena input buffer #2 starting address
Big Ben
Bit 7
Bit 8
Bit 13
Buffer Control Register
Buffer flag (tells which buffer to fill}
Buffer now (current buffer}
Number of sections in buffer
Cell B
Cell C
Change kind of data
Channel X
Channel Y
6O
Mnemomc Original Meaning
CHANNL
CHNGE 1
CLOCKJ
CLOCK 1
CNTROL
COUNT
DATAOK
DELTAT
EINS
FDMASK
FILMAP
FINTF
FINTJ
GDBIT
GDBUF
GDID
GDLIST
GDNUM
GDPART
GD1AE
GEMINI
Input Channel
Change kind of data
RJP to CLOCK Subroutine
Input clock (timer)
Control bits
Frame Counter
Output data is O. K. (valid data indicator)
Delta t (At)
Eins C'One" in German)
Field data code mask
Fill MAP locations (with MUPs)
_Frame Gate Int__errupt Flag
RJP to FINT Subroutine
Gemini Dump Data Control Bit
One less than the number of words in Gemini Dump input buffer
Gemini Dump ID Label
Address of Gemini Dump LIST
Number of Gemini Dump frames per cycle
Number of parts (sections) in Gemini Dump input buffer
Gemini Dump buffer #1, Section A, ending address
Gemini
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Mnemonic
GOLIST
GRBIT
GRBUF
GRID
GRLIST
GRNUM
GRPART
GR1AE
GSYNC
G1S
G2S
HOLDIT
ICRMSK
IGNORF
IGNOR 1
IGNOR 2
INCLOK
LOSF
LOS1F
MAPPAT
MASK 1
Original Meaning
Go to the appropriate LIST
Gemini Real-Time Data Control Bit
One less than the number of words in Gemini Real-Time input buffer
Gemini Real-Time ID Label
Address of Gemini Real-Time LIST
Number of Gemini Real-Time frames per cycle
Number of parts (sections) in Gemini Real-Time input buffer
Gemini Real-Time buffer #1, Section A, ending address
Gemini sync pattern
Gemini input buffer #1 starting address
Gemini input buffer #2 starting address
Hold it (storage location)
Index Control Register mask
Ignore data flag
Ignore data #1
Ignore data #2
Input Clock (input timer)
LOS flag
LOS flag
MAP pattern
Mask #1
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Mnemonic
MASK 2
MASK3
MINJA
MINJGD
MINJGR
MINTF
MINTJ
MOUJGR
MOUJU
MOUTJ
MUP
NCHANL
NODAT F
NODATG
NUMBER
PATTRN
PLAYB
PUTRIL
REAL
SAFETY
SAVE
Original Meaning
Mask #2
Mask #3
P___P to Agena _ Subroutine
RJP to Gemini Dump _ Subroutine
RJP to Gemini Real-Time MINT Subroutine
Input Monitor Interrupt Flag
RJP to appropriate MINT Subroutine
RJP to Gemini Real-Time MOUT Subroutine
RJP to Universal MOUT Subroutine
RJP to appropriate Output Monitor Interrupt Subroutine
Invalid MAP (M__essage "Unacceptance" Pulse)
Not the Input Channel
No data flag
No data flag
Number of frames per cycle
Fill pattern
Tape Playback
Put RIL (in interrupt entrance register)
Real-Time
Safety
Save (storage location)
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Mnemonic Original Meaning
ST ART F
STATIC
STORAL
STORAU
SWITCH
TEMP
TIKTOK
TIMER
TIMET
VALIDF
VALID 8
WHICH 1
XBUF
XCOUNT
XDTUON
XFLAG
XOFFPR
XONPR
YBUF
YDTUON
YFLAG
ZERO
Starting flag
Static data indicator
Store AL
Store AU
Switch channels
Temporary storage locations
Tick-tock
Output timer
Time Tag
Valid data flag
Validate output buffer ("8--' = "ate" - Get it?)
Which 1 ("which one ?" - Get it?)
Channel X buffer
Frame Counter
Turn on the DTU
Channel X flag
Turn off the printer
Turn on the printer
Channel Y buffer
Turn on DTU
Channel Y flag
Zero
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APPENDIX A
DATA DESCRIPTION
This Appendix is Extracted from Volume 3
of this Series, and Contains Information of
Special Reference to the TOMCAT-H Program
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GENERAL DESCRII_rlON OF THE DATA TRAIN
The Gemini spacecraft transmits one cycle of data every 2.4 seconds at a
rate of 51.2 kilobits per second. After one cycle of data has been transmitted,
the arrangement of the parameters, but not necessarily the values, start
repeating.
This array of data can be depicted as a matrix of 80 columns by 192 rows,
where the columns are called Channels and the rows are called Frames (80
Channels by 192 Frames). Any one position, for instance Frame 3, Channel 4,
represents one eight-bit portion of the data train (note X in Figure 1).
The spacecraft data is received and conditioned by the PCM ground stations.
The data is then transmitted through the TOB#2 to the TOMCAT Computer,
where it is accepted and processed in compliance with the requirements of the
particular site that is receiving the data. For more detailed information re-
garding the PCM and TOB#2, it is suggested that reference be made to their
specific manuals.
There are five input modes received by the TOMCAT-II Program from the
PCM-TOB #2 that must be considered; Gemini Real-Time, Gemini Tape Play-
back (Real-Time and Dump), and Agena (Real-Time and Dump). The Agena
FRAME
1
1
2
3
t
P
P
etc.
t
I
191
192
CHANNEL )
1 2 3 4
X
Figure 1.
5 6 ...... etc.- ..... 78 79 80
15,360 Eight-bit Words
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Real-Time Data Train contains exactly the same data as the Agena Dump Data,
but this type of data will not be discussed at this time as not enough is known
about the Data Train.
DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA INPUT MODES
FROM THE GEMINI SPACECRAFT
Real-Time Data
During "live", Real-Time data transmission, the spacecraft transmits MSB
(Most _Significant Bit) first and the TOMCAT programs interpret the data as
such. The first word of the first frame is transmitted first, the second word of
the first frame is transmitted second, . . . (the first word of the second frame
is transmitted the eighty-first time), . . . the eightieth word of the 192 nd
frame is transmitted the 15,360th time (last) in one cycle of data. In other
words, each channel (word) of each frame is transmitted sequentially and then
each frame is transmitted sequentially.
The TOMCAT-]/ Program is required to handle only Prime Sub-Frame and
MAP (Message Acceptance _Pulse)data, Channels 4, 14, 24, 33, 34, 44, 54, 64
and 74; Channel 33 contains the MAP exclusively, and all other designated chan-
nels contain Prime Sub-frame data. All channels not mentioned are referred to
as Main Frame Data and generally contain Aero-Medical Data, and Sync Pat-
terns. The PCM equipment is wired to take necessary data from the data train
and send it on to the computer. The PCM uses most of the data (both Main
Frame and Prime Sub-Frame) to drive meters and lights on the Flight
Controllers' Consoles.
The data that is received by the computer can be considered as a matrix of
9 Columns by 192 Rows where the columns are called Channels and rows are
called Frames. The Channels are numbered as shown in Figure 2. In order to
establish a pattern that simplifies the coding for data transfer purposes, the
TOMCAT-]/ Program interprets the data as 96 Frames of 18 words each, as in
Chart E.
Tape Playback Data
The PCM station can record all data received. Therefore, it is possible to
review all historical data by playing a tape recording of the data through the
system.
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CHANNEL >
4 14 24 33 34 44 54 64 74
FRAME I
3
P
I
etc.
!
191
192
Figure 2. 1,728 Eight-blt Words
Real-Time Tape Playback
Real-Time data is recorded, just as it is received from the Spacecraft,
the tape is rewound, and then played through the system. This mode is called
Real-Time Tape Playback. It appears as Real-Time Data, except that the Tape
Playback Skip Key on the computer nmst be set to identify it as tape playback.
Dump Tape Playback
A provision has been made to retain as much data as possible while the
Spacecraft is out of range of any of the tracking sites. The Spacecraft records
on tape what is known as the Prime Sub-Frame data (approximately one-tenth
of the entire data train) starting at LOS (Loss Of Signal). Specifically, channels
4, 14, 24, 34, 44, 54, 64, and 74 of each frame of data are recorded. The re-
cording of these data is done the same as if the recorder were receiving trans-
mitted data. In other words, it records Frame 1/Channel 4 first, Frame 1/
Channel 14 second, . . , Frame 1/Channel 74 eighth, Frame 2/Channel 4
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ninth .... , and Frame 192/Channel 74 is recorded last for each cycle. When
the Spacecraft again comes into range of a tracking site and AOS (Acquisition Of
_Signal) has been established, the Site will command the capsule to-transmit th_
recorded data (commonly called Dump Data). Without rewinding the tape, the
Spacecraft starts transmitting the last data it recorded, and continues to do so
until all recorded data has been transmitted. The sequence of the parameters
is reversed (i. e., for each cycle Frame 192/Channel 74 is transmitted first and
Frame 1/Channel 4 is transmitted last). Also, only the Prime Sub-Frame Data
(Note--the MAP data is not included in this) is transmitted. The data is re-
corded on tape at the site and played back through the system. The tape is not
rewound prior to playing through the system thus insuring that the data is in the
correct sequence.
Since the PCM used sync patterns that were in the main frame data to stay
in synchronization, something else must be used for Dump data. Therefore, a
Sync Pattern was included in the Prime Sub-Frame data and occurs every eighth
frame starting with Frame 1 and is located in Channels 4, 14, and 24. When in
the Dump data mode this pattern never gets into the computer. Therefore, the
Dump data format will appear as shown in Figure 3. When Dump data is being
"played" through the system, the PCM sets a bit in the data words to identify it
as such. When the TOMCAT Programs recognize the Tape Playback Dump
Mode, they compensate for the fact that in each Frame, Channel 33 and in every
eighth Frame the three Sync words have been omitted, thereby reducing the
number of observations in one cycle of data by 264 (192 MAP words and 72 Sync
words). In order to establish a pattern that simplifies the necessary coding for
data transfer purposes, the TOMCAT-II Program, when processing Gemini
Dump Data, interprets the data as 24 Frames of 61 words each, as in Chart F.
Transmission Via High Speed (2 KBS) Lines
Two (2) of the tracking sites; namely Bermuda and Corpus Christi, have the
capability to transmit data at high speed (2 K) to the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas. These sites will be receiving data from the spacecraft, com-
pressing and editing the size of the data train into another format that will be
transmitted to the receiving center. One cycle of high speed data is transmitted
every 2 seconds at the 2 KBS rate.
The Flight Controllers designate which parameters and at what rate they
will be transmitted, and in some instances what order they will be transmitted.
Their requirements as to which parameters will be transmitted usually include
the parameters that are to be available to the low speed programs for both the
RO and TTY. This must also be coordinated with the PCM personnel in order
to assure continuity.
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FRAME
1
1
2
3
4
5:
6
7
8
9
10
CHANNEL •
4 14
Sync Pattern
Sync Pattern
)
24 34 44 54 64 74
etc
o
184
185 Sync Pmtern
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
Notice that the "Sync Pattern" and Channel 33 are not included in the body of data.
Figure 3. 1,464 Eight-bit Words
2K]_
This cycle of data may be visualized as 500 sequential eight-bit words
starting with the necessary Sync pattern and Station Identification Number.
Chart 2 describes the two second cycle, showing the sequence of the parameters
as they are transmitted. Note that this is not necessarily the sequence or con-
tents of any required cycle after GT-3, and that the blanks will have a "fill
pattern" transmitted in that location.
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LOCATING PARAMETERS
General
Once the Flight Controllers have submitted their lists of parameters to be
included in the 2 KBS output buffer (Chart 2), it becomes the function of the
TOMCAT Systems Group to verify that all of the parameters in the groups are
among the Prime Sub-Frame Data. This is accomplished by using two of
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation's publications, namely: 1) Gemini Instrumen-
tation Book ,, A-,, and 2) Gemini T-s._-_-'mentation Book "B". _ese v,_U be
referred to as Book "A", and Book "B" respectively.
Book "A" is a document that contains information regarding all parameters
that will be available to the computer chring the entire Gemini-Titan Project.
It should be referenced when information regarding 1) parameter range, 2)
scaling factors (instrument range), and 3) parameter applicability to certain
missions, is desired. The TOMCAT Systems Group is responsible for
incorporating all types of changes in the system.
Book "B" is a document that is primarily published to give information re-
garding specific parameters used during specific missions. This book will be
updated apprc0cimately once a month between missions, except during a period
of about six weeks prior to a mission when it will be published on a weekly
basis. It is necessary that the person describing the 2 KB output buffer be con-
tinuously aware of changes to this book since it contains all information re-
garding the location and sampling rate of the parameters that are available to
the computer.
Confirmation of Parameters
If it is desired, obtain a copy of the latest editions of Book "A" and Book
"B" and study the introduction entitled Column Definitions in Book "A". Much
of this information is not useful at present, but if the scope of the TOMCAT
program is redefined, then this information will become very important.
The columns that afford the presently desired information are listed with
their significance noted after them, namely:
1) 1. Seq. No. (Sequence Number)--
2) 2. Parameter Name--The names of these two column headings are
self-explanatory, although their significance is that they afford a direct
method of associating and comparing information.
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3) 13. Revision--An "R" in this column denotes some changes to the cor-
responding parameter. These changes should be studied further to de-
termine whether or not the revision has effected the TOMCAT system.
If so, adjustments to the system must be made.
4) 16. Spacecraft Effectivity--Under this column header is a column for
each of the 12 planned Gemini-Titan Missions. Any symbol other than
an "X" under the particular mission in which there is interest when as-
sociated to a desired parameter is enough justification to bring the facts
which are indicated by the "other" symbol to the Flight Controllers'
attention. They will then make the necessary changes.
After examination of Book "A", it has been determined which parameters
are located in the data train. Next, information regarding availability of that
data to the computer must be obtained. This is done by comparing required
parameters with those parameters listed in Book "B". There are three columns
in Book "B", one (Format Location) will locate the parameters, and the other
two (Sequence Number and Parameter Name) are for correlation. Format
Location is the column that contains the desired information, namely:
1) Type of parameter--
a. High level analog (0 to 5 volts) - symbol "H"
b. Low level analog (0 to 20 millivolts) - symbol "L"
c. Digital parameter (twenty-four-bits) - symbol "D", also
Time parameter - symbol "T"
d. Bilevel parameter (one-bit of an eight-bit group) - symbol "B" or
"P" - bit location in the eight-bit group is also indicated.
2) Parameter Sampling rate--
a. 080 - The sampling rate of eighty samples per second or any rate
higher than this indicates that the parameter is not available to the
computer as the parameter is included in the Main Frame Data.
The one exception to this rule is the parameter named Message
Acceptance Pulse (MAP), Sequence Number LA01. This is sam-
pled at eighty times per second (192 times per cycle) and is avail-
able to the computer during "live" transmission. NOTE: Each
cycle of data consumes 2.4 seconds.
b. 040 - Parameters with this sampling rate are available to the
computer and appear 96 times per cycle.
c. 010 - Parameters with this sampling rate are available to the
computer and appear 24 times per cycle.
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3)
4)
d. 1.2 - Parameters with this sampling rate are available to the
computer and appear 3 times per cycle.
e. .42 - Parameters with this sampling rate are available to the
computer and appear once per cycle.
Formula for determining number of times a parameter will appear dur-
ing one cycle of data is "Sampling Rate X 2.4 Sec. approximately equals
Times Appearing per Cycle."
P!_ and Pin Number--This information concerns the spacecraft.
Pin Number is used when tryingto locate the On-Board Computer
parameters.
The
Spacecraft Number--The last three or four characters of the Format
Location Number are unique to each of the listed parameters (including
Bilevel parameters). The Spacecraft Number always starts with a
letter and is followed by two or three digits. The uniqueness of this
number holds for all cases except in the case of the 21 On-Board Com-
puter parameters. In this case, the last two digits of the Plug and Pin
Number must be used to tie down the parameter location. See Page 8
of Chart C. (Examples shown below)
Example s: I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
4B010P35 A062
D. 42P61-00A107
H1.2P06-05F 46
L1.2P18-04D 05
H040 P04 A022
%_-_-_ _--v ---_
-_ Spacecraft Number
Plug and Pin Number
Sampling Ra_
_Type of Parameter
--Bit Position of Bilevel Parameter in a Bilevel Group*
* - There are eight bits in each Bilevel group. Each bit is numbered one
through eight (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8), with bit number one being the MSB and
bit number eight being the LSB. Therefore, this parameter is the fourth
MSB (11001100).
Any number that falls under this column that is not similar to those included
in the above examples may be interpreted as saying that this parameter is not
located in the Prime Sub-Frame data.
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Once both Books "A" and "B" have been referenced and it has been deter-
mined that the required parameters are available, the 2 KBS output buffer may
be described. The Master List information will greatly speed the preparation
of this output buffer.
Location of Parameters and Preparation of the Visual Aid Charts
Each Frame/Channel is associated with a particular Spacecraft Number and
the relationship between the two remains constant on all Gemini-Titan Missions.
The relationship is shown by Chart A. As this relationship holds for each mis-
sion, a chart showing the Spacecraft Number associated with each Frame/Chan-
nel location was made. The chart is labeled Chart B. A study of Chart A in
order to determine how Chart B was derived is in order as Chart B will be used
throughout the entire Gemini-Titan Project. This should be very easily under-
stood as there is a direct relationship in each of the charts. A close look will
quickly bring this out. It is suggested that the person that is most involved with
the data train and parameter location become very familiar with the repeating
sequence of certain parameters and groups or type of parameters. Once this
pattern of repetition has been recognized it will speed up the process of locating
parameters. This pattern also aids the coding of the lists necessary for trans-
ferring the data from the input to the output buffers.
Now it becomes very easy to associate the parameters with the correct
Frame/Channel. The preparation of a visual aid chart describing the location
of each parameter received by the computer is now possible. This visual aid
chart should be prepared for each mission. But, the preparation of the chart is
not necessary until approximately six or eight weeks prior to the particular
mission affected.
Prepare six sheets of a form similar to that used in Chart B, leaving all
blocks blank except for the top two rows. Then number the Frames from 1 to
192 as in Chart B. Fill in the Frame/Channel blocks that are designated LA01
(MAP, Channel 33), X 1 through X 15, and draw the heavy lines that indicate a
Twenty-four-Bit parameter, as in Chart B. This is done first as these three
types of parameters alway______soccur in the locations shown and will greatly fa-
cilitate the positioning of the other parameters. Then prepare forms similar
to those on the last two pages of Chart B. This brings attention to the Bilevel
and Twenty-four-Bit parameters.
While referencing both Books "A" and "B" check each parameter for effec-
tivity (a dash "-" in Book "A" indicates not effective). Once parameter effec-
tivity has been established, take the associated Spacecraft Number from Book
"B" and locate all places that this number occurs in Chart B. As a/all posi-
tion(s) are located fill in the Sequence Number in that/all block(s) on the new
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form. (For example: Sequence Number AA01 is effective for all missions
from GT-2 through GT-12. It's Spacecraft Number is A034, which is located
in Frame 2, 10, 18,---, 186/Channel 24. In those blocks on the new form
enter AA01.) In this manner, all parameters that are effective and have a For-
mat Location Number will be located in each cycle of data. The finished visual
aid chart will appear similar to Chart C (GT-3 One Cycle of "Live" Real-Time
Data), which is exactly how the data cycle looked for GT-3. There are some
blanks in this chart as those locations were not used. A "fill pattern" is trans-
mitted in these locations. This, then, describes one cycle of Prime Sub-Frame
Data (including MAP).
Prepare six sheets of the form used to prepare Chart C. It is not necessary
to prepare the form used to describe the Bilevel and Twenty-four-Bit param-
eters as Chart C may be used for this purpose. Using the Master List concept
for determing which parameters might be sampled for the high-speed (2 K) pro-
gram during any one cycle of data, then find in Chart C the locations of all pa-
rameters being sampled at a certain rate. Enter the Sequence Number of the
parameter being sampled in the proper location on the new visual aid chart.
Once this operation has been completed for all requested parameters, the final
product will appear as Chart E (GT-3 Parameters Sampled During Any One
Cycle for High-Speed (2 KBS) Transmission).
2KBS
The Flight Controllers state the requirements as to the rate that each pa-
rameter is transmitted per 2 second cycle. For example: The MAP (LA01)
will be transmitted 80 times per cycle, the 15 Bilevel groups of parameters
will be transmitted twice per cycle, and each Twenty-four-Bit parameter will
be transmitted once per cycle. Chart 2 shows the arrangement of the param-
eters as each cycle of 2 K data is transmitted. The parameters are arranged
in this order by the coding in the TOMCAT-II Program. A "Master List" as
described in Chart F keeps the TOMCAT-II program constant but changes Chart
2 from mission to mission. When it is desired to change the arrangement of
the parameters, as a result of changes in requirements, the TOMCAT-II Pro-
gram coding must be changed. When changes are made a TOMCAT-H Program
Tape must be generated for each site transmitting 2 KBS data. This new tape
must be forwarded to the appropriate sites for incorporation in the system prior
to the missions affected.
When requirements for the TOMCAT-H parameters are received it is sug-
gested that they be compared with the existing (old) requirements. In doing this,
unnecessary changes may be avoided and the format of Chart 2 showing the
arrangement of parameters may require very little change. Correspondingly,
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this would require no changes in the coding of the TOMCAT-II Program. This
effort should be coordinated with the programmer most directly associated with
this program. For each mission there should be a new listing of requirements
describing the parameters to be transmitted. After this list is received and
checked with the program a new Gemini High-Speed (2KBS) Output Buffer Table
(similar to Chart 2) must be prepared and distributed to the appropriate
personnel (especially to those people at Cape Kennedy).
Once the requirements have been thoroughly analyzed, regarding the param-
eters to be transmitted and the number of times each is to be transmitted per
cycle, the TOMCAT-II programmer must decide how often and when to sample
those requested parameters from the data train. These decisions are based
somewhat on the basic logic developed in the TOMCAT-II Program. Following
is a brief discussion of this logic.
The TOMCAT-II Program receives only Gemini Real-Time, Gemini Tape
Playback (Real-Time and Dump), and Agena (Real-Time and Dump) data. The
Gemini Real-Time and Tape Playback-Real-Time are handled in the same man-
ner, as the data trains are identical. When handling these two formats, the
TOMCAT-II program inputs two frames of data (18 eight-bit groups). As this
is the case, the program sees the data train as 96 Frames of 18 Channels as
opposed to the normal 192 Frame of 9 Channels. Now, depending on the number
of the Frame (1 thru 96) and the parameters that are to be sampled in that frame,
the program extracts those parameters and stores them into the High-Speed
(2 K) Output Buffer (Chart 2). Once the initial Output Buffer has been filled with
all of the required parameters, it is then initiated for Output. The Output Buffer
is then in a continuous state of Outputting (transmitting); and cannot be stopped
until the computer is stopped. Remember that this is a two second cycle of
transmission and that the data train cycle of transmission is 2.4 seconds.
Then, recall that the spacecraft data received is different in sequence and con-
tent than that transmitted. Therefore, it is noted that these two data trains are
never in synchronization. This being the case, the parameters must be sam-
pled from the original data in such a manner as to assure that the most up-to-
date data is included in the 2 KBS data stream. Sampling this original data
three times per 2.4 second cycle for each time a parameter is required to be
transmitted at the 2 KBS rate will insure that they are up-to-date. This, nat-
urally, cannot be done if a parameter is sampled only once per cycle of data or
if it is required that the parameter be transmitted at a 1:1 ratio (1 received, 1
transmitted) or at a 192:96 ratio as is the case of AA01 and LA01 respectively.
Since some parameters change location in the data train or are deleted en-
tirely from the data train from mission to mission, it is a good idea to pinpoint
the location of the required parameters for each mission by preparing these
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visual aid charts. Some of these charts have been described previously; how-
ever, one more is necessary. This chart should describe the location of those
"Parameters Sampled During One Cycle for High-Speed (2 KBS) Transmission"
for each mission, as Chart E does for GT-3. When preparing this chart for
other missions the format used in Chart E should be followed, keeping in mind
the stated Sampling ratios. When the TOMCAT-H Program is handling the Tape
Playback Dump Mode, it should be noted that the program logic is different.
The differences result from the facts that 1) Sync Pattern and 2) MAP are not
included in the data train. As this is the case, the program brings in 61 eight-
bit groups per input buffer and *..hen places the appropriate obsercations in the
correct locations in the OutputBuffer. These changes in logic are reflected in
the program.
Now that the Tape Playback Dump Mode has been sufficiently covered, no-
tice that new visual aid charts are not necessary for this mode. This is ob-
viously the case as all of the information is contained in the other charts that
have been described. But, it must be remembered that the Sync Pattern, and
MAP words are not included in this mode, and these facts must be taken into
consideration when working with this mode.
Once it is understood how Chart 2 is derived from Chart F and Chart E, it
can be seen that another chart which would be of more permanent value could be
generated. It will be noted that Chart B was made and described as a chart
that would hold for all subsequent Gemini missions. It therefore stands that
with a Master Lists concept incorporated in the TOMCAT-II Program, that the
Gemini High-Speed (2 KBS) Output Buffer can be described in terms that will
hold for all Gemini missions. Therefore, if Chart F and Chart B are refer-
enced and the information from Chart B is placed on another chart (Chart G),
which is laid out in the form of a Gemini High Speed (2 KBS) Output Buffer, with
regard to the locations specified by Chart F, then it can be seen that the Gemini
High-Speed (2 KBS) Output Buffer is described in terms that will remain con-
stant for all Gemini missions (i. e., the terms are Spacecraft Numbers).
Therefore, it may be stated that the newly discussed Chart G will remain
effective for all missions as a description of the TOMCAT-II Gemini Output.
An aid to program checkout has been generated and is enclosed in Attach-
ment 1 of this Appendix. This attachment will further describe Chart G in that
it lists the Spacecraft Numbers as they are transmitted by the TOMCAT-H Pro-
gram. This document also includes the Octal Value that should be transmitted
by the program during a test run with the data source being the PCM Confidence
Tape #299 (also referred to as the "ABC" tape). If during a test run the program
were stopped and a dump of the computer memory locations that comprise the
Gemini Output Bttffer were obtained, then the Octal Values listed in this
Attachment should agree with the Octal Values printed on the I/O Console.
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CHART B
Spacecraft Numbers for All Cycles of Data
As the Bilevel Parameters (X 1 through X 15 inclusive) are special cases,
in that each of these groups contain eight parameters, the Format Location
Number for each possible parameter will be shown with the associated group
(Xl, X2, etc.).
Xl X2 X3 X4
1B010P13 B 01
2B010P13 B 02
3B010P13 B 03
4B010P13 B 04
5B010P13 B O5
6B010P13 B 06
7B010P13 B 07
8B010P13 B 08
1B010P14 F 01
2B010P14 F 02
3B010P14 F 03
4B010P14 F 04
5B010P14 F 05
6B010P14 F 06
7B010P14 F 07
8B010P14 F 08
1B010P15 A035
2B010P15 A036
3B010P15 A037
4B010P15 A038
5B010P15 A039
6B010P15 A040
7B010P15 A041
8B010P15 A042
1B010P29 B 09
2B010P29 B 10
3B010P29 B 11
4B010P29 B 12
5B010P29 B 13
6B010P29 B 14
7B010P29 B 15
8B010P29 B 16
X5 X6 X7 X8
1B010P30
2B010P30
3B010P30
4B010P30
5B010P30
6B010P30
7B010P30
8B010P30
F 09
F 10
F 11
F 12
F 13
F14
F 15
F 16
1B010P31 A043
2B010P31 A044
3B010P31 A045
4B010P31 A046
5B010P31 A047
6B010P31 A048
7B010P31 A049
8B010P31 A050
1P010P33 B 25
2P010P33 B 26
3P010P33 B 27
4P010P33 B 28
5P010P33 B 29
6P010P33 B 30
7P010P33 B 31
8P010P33 B 32
lP010P34 F 25
2P010P34 F 26
3P010P34 F 27
4P010P34 F 28
5P010P34 F 29
6P010P34 F 3O
7P010P34 F 31
8P010P34 F 32
X 9 X 10 X 11 X 12
IB010P35
2B010P35
3B010P35
4B010P35
5 B010 P35
6B010P35
7B010P35
8B010P35
A059
A060
A061
A062
A063
A064
A065
A066
1P010P41 B 33
2P010P41 B 34
3P010P41 B 35
4P010P41 B 36
5P010P41 B 37
6P010P41 B 38
7P010P41 B 39
8P010P41 B 40
lP010P42 F 33
2P010P42 F 34
3P010P42 F 35
4P010P42 F 36
5P010P42 F 37
6P010P42 F 38
7P010P42 F 39
8P010P42 F 40
1B010P43 A067
2B010P43 A068
3B010P43 A069
4B010P43 A070
5B010P43 A071
6B010P43 A072
7B010P43 A073
8B010P43 A074
X 13 X 14 X 15
1B010P45
2B010P45
3B010P45
4B010P45
5B010P45
6B010P45
7B010P45
8B010P45
B 17
B 18
B 19
B 2O
B 21
B 22
B 23
B 24
1B010P46 F 17
2B010P46 F 18
3B010P46 F 19
4B010P46 F 20
5B010P46 F 21
6B010P46 F 22
7B010P46 F 23
8B010P46 F 24
1B010P47 A051
2B010P47 A052
3B010P47 A053
4B010P47 A054
5B010P47 A055
6B010P47 A056
7B010P47 A057
8B010P47 A058
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CHART B
Spacecraft Numbers for All Cycles of Data
The twenty-four-bit parameters comprise another special case, in that each
parameter must be handled differently as they have unique units and scaling fac-
tors. This is the only case, at present, where the TOMCAT programs are re-
quired to present on the ROs the values of each parameter in engineering units.
Therefore, it must be noted that when the TOMCAT I and/or the TOMCAT IH
programs are handling Tape Playback or Real-Time data that the three eight-
bit groups of each parameter are arranged (sequence in the computer data
storage area) in a least, middle, most significant order. When the TOMCAT III
program is processing 40.8 KBS high speed data the arrangement of the signifi-
cances of the eight-bit groups are in the same above mentioned order. But,
when the TOMCAT III program is processing 2 KBS high-speed data the order of
the arrangement is reversed, namely: most, middle, least significance.
For each mode of the On-Board Computer parameters, it is required that
the parameters be listed in sequence regarding their Seq. No. (i. e., D*01,
D*02,---, D*20, D*21). Note that this is not always the sequence in which they
occur in the data train. For a more detailed discussion of this special case see
Attachment 1, paying particular attention to the tables at back of this exhibit
where the Seq. No. and the Spacecraft No. (in parenthesis) are listed side by
side. The relationship is also shown in Books "A" and "B".
Therefore, the Format Location No. of each will be listed in the order of
their occurrence in the data train.
Format Location No.
1. D.42P61-00A107
2. D.42P61-01A108
3. D.42P61-02A109*
4. D.42P61-03Al10
5. D.42P61-04Al10
6. D.42P61-05Al10
7. D.42P61-06A110
8. D.42P61-07A110
9. D.42P61-08A110
10. D.42P61-09Al10
11. D.42P61-10Al10
12. D.42P61-11Al10
13. D.42P61-12Al10
14. D.42P61-13Al10
15. D.42P61-14Al10
16. D.42P61-15Al10
17. D.42P61-16Al10
18. D.42P61-17Al10
19. D.42P61-18Al10
20. D.42P61-19Al10
21. D.42P61-20A110
22. D.42P61-21Al10
23. D.42P61-22Al10
24. D.42P61-23Al10
* - "At present, this location has not been assigned a parameter.
A heavy underline will appear on any visual aid chart which will connect
three eight-bit groups. This is meant to indicate that those locations are asSo-
ciated with some twenty-four-bit parameter.
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CHARTC
GT- 3 One Cycle of "Live" Real Time Data
As the Bflevel parameters (X 1 through X 15 inclusive) are special cases,
in that each of these groups contain eight parameters, the Sequence No. for each
possible parameter will be shown with the associated group iX 1, X2, etc.}.
The parameters in each group will be listed with the most significant bit first
and the least significant bit last. Those bits that have not been assigned to a
parameter will be left blank.
Xl X2 X3 X4 X5
1. AD06
2. AD08
3. AD09
4. AD10
5. AF04
6. AE13
7. CC05
8. EB03
D
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
BB03
BB04
BC01
BC02
CE01
1. AB01
2. AB02
3. AB03
4. AB04
5. AB06
6. AD01
7.
8. AD03
1. AG02
2. AG03
3. AG04
4. AG09
5.
6.
7. MA22
8.
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
CJ05
CJ06
CE03
X6
1. AD04
2. AD05
3. AE01
4. AE02
5.
6.
7. AB07
8.
X7 X8 X9
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
HE01
HE02
HE03
HE04
HE05
HE06
HE07
HE08
1. GE01
2. GE02
3. GE03
4. GE04
5. GE05
6. GE06
7. GE07
8. GE08
1. AG10
2. AGll
3. AG12
4.
5. AG05
6. AD02
7. AG16
8.
X 10
1. HF01
2. HF02
3. HF03
4. HF04
5. HF05
6. HF06
7. HF07
8. HF08
X 11
1. GE09
2.
3. GEll
4.
5. GEl3
6. GEl4
7. GE 15
8. GEl6
X 12 X 13 X 14
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
BF07
BF08
BF09
BF10
1. AG13
2. AG14
3. AG15
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
X 15
1. AB08
2.
3. AF01
4. AF02
5. AF03
6. DC01
7. DC02
8. DC03
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CHART C
GT- 3 One Cycle of "Live" Real Time Data
As twenty-four-bit parameters are a special case, in that the name of a
parameter located in a certain location is not always the same (dependson the
On-Board Computer Mode), the parameters will be listed in the order of their
occurrence for each mode.
Parameter SequenceNumber
Associated Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6
Spacecraft Prelaunch Ascent Catch-up Rendezvous Re-entry Touch-down
No. Predict
1. 00A107 AA02 AA02 AA02 AA02 AA02 AA02
2. 01A108 AA03 AA03 AA03 AA03 AA03 AA03
3.02A109
4. 03All0 DH01 DJ01 DK01 DL01 DM01 DN01
5. 04All0 DH02 DJ02 DK02 DL02 DM02 DN02
6. 05All0 DH03 DJ03 DK03 DL03 DM03 DN03
7. 06All0 DH07 DJ04 DK04 DL04 DM04 DN04
8. 07All0 DH08 DJ05 DK05 DL05 DM05 DN05
9. 08All0 DH09 DJ06 DK06 DL06 DM06 DN06
10. 09All0 DH13 DJ13 DK13 DL13 DM13 DN07
11. 10All0 DH14 DJ14 DK14 DL14 DM14 DN08
12. llAll0 DH04 DJ07 DK07 DL07 DM07 DN09
13. 12Al10 DH05 DJ08 DK08 DL08 DM08 DN10
14. 13All0 DH06 DJ09 DK09 DL09 DM09 DNll
15. 14All0 DHll DJ10 DK10 DL10 DM10 DN12
16. 15All0 DH10 DJll DKll DLll DMll DN13
17. 16All0 DH12 DJ12 DK12 DL12 DM12 DN14
18. 17All0 DH15 DJ15 DK15 DL15 DM16 DN15
19. 18Al10 DH16 DJ16 DK16 DL16 DM15 DN16
20. 19All0 DH17 DJ17 DK17 DL17 DM17 DN17
21. 20All0 DH18 DJ18 DK18 DL18 DM19 DN18
22. 21All0 DH19 DJ19 DK19 DL19 DM20 DN19
23. 22Al10 DH20 DJ20 DK20 DL20 DM21 DN20
24. 23Al10 DH21 DJ21 DK21 DL21 DM18 DN21
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CHART F
Master List for High Speed (2 KBS) Transmission
This list reflects the 96 frames of 18 eight-bit words that the TOMCAT-H
program will accept during a 2.4 second cycle of "Live" data. The Frame/
Channel reference is as before, but to this is added an Input Buffer Reference
Address. (IBRA) This reference address is applied only to the coding of the
master list that is directly inserted into the TOMCAT-II Program. It will be
noted that only approximately 40% of the Frame/Channel locations have been
assigned numbers. The locations that are assigned numbers represent all pos-
sible locations that might ever be sampled by the TOMCAT-H Program. The
numbers that appear in the Frame/Channel locations correspond to the number
located in the lower left-hand corner of each block in Chart 2.
Example: The number found in location Frame 1/Channel 64 (1/64-also
Input Buffer Reference #12) is 210. Therefore, using the master list principle,
whatever parameter is located in that slot from mission to mission will be
stored in the Output Buffer location 210. Notice the IBRA uses an octal
numbering system.
This method of relocating parameters is followed throughout. This number
will occur in three locations as any parameter that is transmitted in that loca-
tion is repeated twice more. These other locations are Frame 33/Channel 64
and Frame 65/Channel 64. Some parameters are sampled only once, others
are sampled six times, and some as high as 96 times.
Some locations have two numbers assigned to them. These parameter lo-
cations when sampled are stored in two locations in the Output Buffer. For an
example see Frame 15/Channel 4 (15/4), bilevel word X 7, and check Chart 2.
The asterisk (*) found in Channel 33 denotes each time that the MAP word
is sampled during a cycle of data. Each time this parameter is sampled it is
checked to ascertain whether or not it is a valid MAP, ff it is, it is stored in
80 locations in the Output Buffer. Once an invalid MAP has been received twice
in sequence after a valid MAP then the unvalid MAP is stored in the 80 locations
in the Output Buffer.
The pound symbol (#) denotes the least significant eight-bits of the SET.
This parameter is sampled each time it occurs and stored in the Output Buffer
20 times.
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CHART F
This list also reflects the 24 frames of 61 eight-bit words that the TOMCAT-
II Program will receive during a 2.4 secondcycle of "Dump" data. The Input
Buffer ReferenceAddress (IBRA) used to refer to the location of the "Live"
data is considerably different when referencing the "Dump" data. Therefore,
when considering "Dump" data the IBRA used whenreferencing the "Live" data
should be discarded. Remember that both channels numbered 33 are not in-
cluded in the inputted data nor are the three SYNCwords included. (Reference-
Detailed Description of the Data Formats From the Spacecraft - Dump and Fig-
ure 3 of this Appendix.) A new IBRA system must be implemented when
processing "Dump" data. The system now used is:
For each "Dump" frame received in the TOMCAT-II Program, 61
eight-bit words are inputted. The last word of each frame received is
assignedan IBRA #0, the next to last word of each frame received is
assignedan IBRA#1, . . etc., thru the first word of each frame re-
ceived is assigned an IBRA#74. This scheme uses an Octal numbering
system as did the IBRA scheme for "Live" data.
It will benoticed that when using either of the IBRA schemesfor "Live" or
"Dump" data that the sameGemini High-Speed (2KBS) Output Buffer will be
generatedwith regard to parameter location. The oneexception in this "Dump"
Gemini High-Speed(2KBS) Output Buffer occurs with the MAP which is not in-
cluded in the Output Buffer as a result of the fact that that parameter is not
included in the inputted data. Those locations reserved for the MAPs in the
Output Buffer will be filled with a "Fill Pattern".
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ATTACHMENT 1
TOMCAT-II Output Information Regarding PCM Confidence Tape #299
Master Lists principle having been applied to the TOMCAT-II Program
dictated that some constant format would appear in the 2 Kilobit Output Buffer.
This format is outlined in this document. This document will contain the infor-
mation described in the column headings. All columns should contain the in-
formation put there with no changes except to add information where blanks are
present. The only exception to this rule is the last column entitled "Seq. No. ".
This column will more than likely have changes from mission to mission, but
they will affect only approximately 20% of the information contained. These
changes, naturally, will result in changes in content of the Gemini data stream.
Relative Output Spacecraft PFS Octal Sequence
Buffer Location Number Value Value Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
A015
A034
F
A028
F
A015
F
A022
B01 thru B08
F
F
A015
F
F
F
F
F
52
4O
O62
353
101
123
Var.
000or 377
Vat. or 360
Var.
36O
2O5
360
000or377
360
146
Var.
36O
360
000or 377
36O
360
360
360
360
Sync
Sync
Sync
ID (MSG LB)
Status Word
LA01 (MAP)
Site ID (if used)
AA01 (Least Significant
8 bits of Space-
craft Elapsed
Time)
Fill Pattern
KA01
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
EA01
X 1 (Bilevel Word)
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
112
Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft
Number
PFS
Value
Octal
Value
Sequence
Number
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
A015
F
F41
F65
D30
D10
Dll
A015
F01 thru F08
A034
D12
A029
D20
A015
D21
A023
D13
D14
A099
A015
F
Gll
F
A035 thru A042
A076
A015
A092
F66
F43
G32
G15
G18
A015
D31
A034
G21
A030
G22
A015
B09 thru B16
12
60
88
48
50
52
54
68
70
42
54
56
32
14
68
18
62
16
56
22
28
90
34
56
36
000or 377
36O
O37
231
34O
172
177or200
000or 377
Var.
Var.
2O5
212
255
000or 377
262
153
212
217
122
000or 377
36O
044
36O
Var.
255
000 or 377
O57
236
051
217
071
110
000 or 377
345
Var.
127
217
134
000or377
Var.
LA01
Fill Pattern
G (Garbage)
G
BD01
BD02
BE01
LA01
X2
AA01
BE02
KA02
BF01
LA01
BF05
EA02
BH01
BH02
G
LA01
Fill Pattern
CD03
Fill Pattern
X3
JE09
LA01
G
G
BA04
CH01
CH02
C J15
LA01
CK05
AA01
GB01
KA03
GB02
LA01
X4
113
Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft PFS
Number Value
64 A024 44
65 A101 36
66 A078 72
67 A102 38
68 A015
69 01A108 Hrs.
70 01A108 Min.
71 01A108 Sec.
72 A079 74
73 A087 9O
74 A015
75 F61 52
76 A095 24
77 A103 40
78 F
79 F09 thru F16
8O F
81 A015
t
82 F46 22
83 A034
84 A080 76
85 A032 60
86 F62 54
87 A015
88 A096 26
89 A104 42
90 F47 24
91 A089 12
92 F63 56
93 A015
94 F
95 A043 thru A050
96 F
97 A082 8O
98 A090 14
99 A015
100 F64 58
101 B70 24
102 G02 78
Octal Sequence
Value Number
160 EA03
134 JC02
267 BA01
141 G
000 or 377 LA01
Vat. AA03
Vat. AA03
Var. AA03
274 BA03
345 JC01
000thru 377 LA01
205 G
076 JE05
146 G
360 Fill Pattern
Var. X 5
360 Fill Pattern
000 or 377 LA01
071 BA02
Var. AA01
301 G
231 KB02
212 G
000 or 377 LA01
103 JE01
153 G
076 G
037 JC03
217 G
00 or 377 LA01
360 Fill Pattern
Var. X 6
360 Fill Pattern
313 G
044 JB03
000 or 377 LA01
224 G
076 AG06
306 HH06
(Time
to
retrofire)
114
Relative Output
Buffer Location
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
Spacecraft PFS Octal
Number Value Value
00A107 Hrs. Var.
00A107 Mill. Var.
00A107 Sec. Var.
A015 000 or 377
F72 74 274
A034 Var.
F 36O
F 360
B25 thru B32 Var.
A015 000 or 377
F 36O
A025 46 165
B54 74 274
B50 66 250
BS1 68 255
A015 000 or 377
F 360
F 360
F 360
B52 70 262
A077 70 262
A015 000 or 377
F42 14 044
B41 48 172
F25 thru F32 Var.
F 360
F 360
F 360
A015 000 or 377
B42 50 177 or 200
A034 Var.
B43 52 205
F 360
D06 4O 146
A015 000 or 377
D05 38 141
A026 48 172
A105 44 160
B44 54 212
A059 thru A066 Var.
Sequence
Number
AA02 (Spacecraft
AA02 Elapsed
AA02 Time)
LA01
G
AA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
X7
LA01
Fill Pattern
FA01
BG01
BG02
BG03
LA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
BG04
CA01
LA01
CA02
CA03
X8
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
CA04
AA01
CB01
Fill Pattern
CB02
LA01
CB03
FA02
CB07
CC01
X9
115
Relative Output
Buffer Location
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
Spacecraft
Number
A015
03All0
03Al10
03Al10
B45
D02
A015
D03
B46
F49
04All0
04All0
04All0
A015
F50
A034
B33 thru B40
F
F67
A015
F68
A027
F70
F71
A093
A015
05All0
05All0
05All0
A094
A097
A015
F33 thru F40
A098
F44
06All0
06All0
06All0
A015
F45
PFS
Value
?
?
?
56
32
34
58
28
?
?
?
30
64
66
50
70
72
20
?
?
?
22
28
30
18
?
?
?
2O
Octal
Value
000or377
032
037
044
217
122
000or377
127
224
110
051
O57
064
000or377
115
Vat.
Vat.
36O
243
000or 377
250
177 or200
262
267
064
000 or377
071
076
103
071
110
000 or 377
Var.
115
O57
110
115
122
000or377
O64
Sequence
Number
LA01
D*01 (* - depends on
D* 01 On-Board
D*01 Computer Mode)
CC02
CC03
LA01
CC04
CC06
CH04
D*02
D*02
D*02
LA01
CH05
AA01
X 10
Fill Pattern
CJ01
LA01
C J02
FA03
CJ03
CJ04
CK01
LA01
D*03
D*03
D* 03
CK02
CK03
LA01
Xll
CK04
CL02
D*** (*** - Depends on
D*** On-Board
D*** Computer Mode)
LA01
CL03
116
Relative Output
Buffer Location
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
2O2
2O3
2O4
2O5
2O6
2O7
208
2O9
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
22O
221
222
Spacecraft PFS Octal
Number Value Value
Sequence
Number
A034 Var. AA01
F69 68 255 CL05
F 360 Fill Pattern
B53 72 267 DA01
A015 000 or 377 LA01
B55 76 301 DA02
B56 78 306 DA03
A081 78 306 DB03
A067 thruA074 Var. X 12
A100 34 127 DB06
A015 000 or 377 LA01
07Al10 ? 127 D***
07All0 ? 134 D***
07All0 ? 141 D***
B62 90 345 DD01
1358 82 320 DD02
A015 000 or 377 LA01
B59 84 326 DD03
B60 86 333 DE01
B61 88 340 DE02
08Al10 ? 146 D***
08Al10 ? 153 D***
08Al10 ? 160 D***
A015 000 or 377 LA01
B17 thru B24 Var. X 13
A034 Var. AA01
B63 10 032 DE05
A091 00 001 DG01
A083 ? ? ? 377 DG02
A015 000 or 377 LA01
A075 ? ? ? 377 DG03
B47 60 231 EB01
B48 62 236 E 1302
B65 14 044 EC01
B66 16 051 EC02
A015 000 or 377 LA01
09Al10 ? 165 D***
09Al10 ? 172 D***
09Al10 ? 177 D***
B67 18 057 EC03
117
Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft PFS
Number Value
Octal
Value
Sequence
Number
223 F17 thru F24
224 A015
225 B68 20
226 B69 22
227 F
228 10All0 ?
229 10Al10 ?
230 10Al10 ?
231 A015
232 F
233 A034
234 F
235 F
236 F
237 A015
238 F
239 A051 thru A058
240 F
241 F
242 A033 62
243 A015
244 11Al10 ?
245 11Al10 ?
246 11Al10 ?
247 A031 58
248 F
249 A015
25O F
251 F
252 F
253 F
254 F
255 F
256 A015
257 F
258 A034
259 F
260 A028 52
261 F
262 A015
Vat.
000 or 377
O64
071
360
205
212
217
000 or 377
360
Var.
360
360
360
O00or 377
360
Var.
360
360
236
O00or 377
224
231
236
224
360
O00or 377
360
360
360
360
360
360
000 or 377
360
Var.
360
2O5
360
000or377
X 14
-LA01
EC04
EC05
Fill Pattern
D***
D***
D***
LA01
Fill Pattern
AA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
X 15
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
G
LA01
D***
D***
D***
G
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
AA01
Fill Pattern
KA01
Fill Pattern
LA01
118
Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft PFS Octal
Number Value Value
263 F
264 A022 40
265 B01 thru B08
266 F
267 F
268 A015
269 F
270 F
271 F
272 F
273 F
274 A015
275 F
276 G23 38
277 G24 40
278 G25 42
279 D22 72
280 D23 74
281 A015
282 F01 thru F08
283 A034
284 D24 76
285 A029 54
286 D25 78
287 A015
288 F
289 A023 42
290 F
291 F
292 G26 44
293 A015
294 G27 46
295 G29 5O
296 G31 54
297 A035 thru A042
298 D09 46
299 A015
30O G09 10
301 G28 48
3O2 D27 82
36O
146
Var.
36O
36O
000 or 377
36O
36O
360
36O
36O
000or377
36O
141
146
153
267
274
000or 377
Var.
Var.
301
212
3O6
000or 377
36O
153
36O
36O
160
000or 377
165
177 or 200
212
Var.
165
000or 377
O32
172
32O
Sequence
Number
Fill Pattern
EA01
Xl
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
FillPattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
GC02
GC03
GC04
HA02"
HB02
LA01
X2
AA01
HC05
KA02
HC06
LA01
Fill Pattern
EA02
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA05
LA01
LB04
LD01
G
X3
MA38
LA01
MB02
MC02
PB05
119
Relative Output
Buffer Location
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
34O
341
342
Spacecraft
Number
D26
D15
D16
A015
D17
A034
D18
A030
D19
A015
B09 thru B16
A024
G30
G10
G16
A015
01A108
01A108
01A108
G19
F
A015
F
E01
E02
F
F09 thru F16
F
A015
E03
A034
E04
A032
E05
A015
E06
D07
E07
E08
E09
PFS
Value
80
58
60
62
64
56
66
44
52
12
24
Hrs.
Min.
Sec.
30
?
?
?
?
60
?
?
42
?
?
?
Octal
Value
313
224
231
000or 377
236
Var.
243
217
250
000or 377
Var.
160
2O5
037
076
000or377
Var.
Var.
Var.
115
360
000or 377
36O
?
?
360
Var.
360
000or377
?
Var.
?
231
?
000or377
?
153
?
?
?
Sequence
Number
PC03
" PD04
PD06
LA01
PD08
AA01
PEII
KA03
PEI2
LA01
X4
EA03
CM01
GB05
CD04
LA01
AA03
AA03
AA03
CL06
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
G
G
Fill Pattern
X5
Fill Pattern
LA01
G
AA01
G
KB02
G
LA01
G
CK06
G
G
G
(Time
to
Retrofire}
120
Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft
Number
PFS Octal Sequence
Value Value Number
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
38O
381
382
A015 000 or 377 LA01
F 360 Fill Pattern
A043 thru A050 Var. X 6
F 360 Fill Pattern
El0 ? ? G
Ell ? ? G
A015 000 or 377 LA01
El2 ? ? G
F51 32 122 GC01
F52 34 127 GC05
12Al10 ? 243 D***
12Al10 ? 250 D***
12Al10 ? 255 D***
A015 000 or 377 LA01
G06 86 333 GD09
A034 Vat. AA01
A088 10 032 HC01
G12 16 051 GB04
B25 thru B32 Var. X 7
A015 000 or 377 LA01
A084 84 326 HC02
A025 46 165 FA01
A085 86 • 333 HC03
A086 88 340 HC04
D04 36 134 HD03
A015 000 or 377 LA01
13Al10 ? 262 D***
13Al10 ? 267 D***
13Al10 ? 274 D***
G04 82 320 HH01
G13 18 057 GB06
A015 000 or 377 LA01
G03 80 313 HH07
E13 ? ? G
F25 thru F32 Vat. X 8
14Al10 ? 301 D***
14Al10 ? 306 D***
14Al10 ? 313 D***
A015 000 or 377 LA01
G14 20 064 CL08
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Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft PFS Octal Sequence
Number Value Value Number
383 A034 Var. AA01
384 E14 ? ? G
385 E15 ? ? G
386 E16 ? ? G
387 A015 000 or 377 LA01
388 G17 26 103 GB03
389 A026 48 172 FA02
390 El7 ? ? G
391 El8 ? ? G
392 A059 thru A066 Var. X 9
393 A015 000 or 377 LA01
394 15Al10 ? 320 D***
395 15All0 ? 326 D***
396 15All0 ? 333 D***
397 E 19 ? ? G
398 G05 84 326 LA02
399 A015 000 or 377 LA01
400 G07 88 340 LA03
401 G08 90 345 LA04
402 F53 36 134 LA06
403 16ALI0 ? 340 D***
404 16Al10 ? 345 D***
405 16Al10 ? 032 D***
406 A015 000 or 377 LA01
407 F54 38 141 LA07
408 A034 Var. AA01
409 B33 thru B40 Var. X 10
410 G20 32 122 CL07
411 F55 40 146 LA08
412 A015 000 or 377 LA01
413 F56 42 153 LA09
414 A027 50 177 or 200 FA03
415 F57 44 160 LB01
416 F58 46 165 LB03
417 F48 26 103 G
418 A015 000 or 377 LA01
419 17Al10 ? 037 D***
420 17Al10 ? 044 D***
421 17Al10 ? 051 D***
422 F59 48 172 G
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Relative Output Spacecraft
Buffer Location Number
PFS
Value
423 B57 80
424 A015
425 F33 thru F40
426 D01 30
427 D08 44
428 18All0 ?
429 18Al!0 ?
430 18Al10 ?
431 A015
432 B49 64
433 A034
434 A106 46
435 E20 ?
436 G01 7 6
437 A015
438 F60 50
439 B64 12
440 B71 26
441 A067 thru A074
442 B72 28
443 A015
444 19All0 ?
445 19All0 ?
446 19All0 ?
447 E21 ?
448 E22 ?
449 A015
450 E23 ?
451 E24 ?
452 E25 ?
453 20All0 ?
454 20All0 ?
455 20Al10 ?
456 A015
457 B17 thru B24
458 A034
459 E26 ?
460 E27 ?
461 D28 84
462 A015
Octal
,h
Value
313
000or 377
Var.
115
160
O57
O64
071
000or 377
243
Var.
165
?
301
000or 377
177 or 200
O37
103
Var.
110
000or 377
O76
103
110
?
?
000or 377
?
?
?
115
122
127
000or 377
Var.
Var.
?
?
326
000or 377
Sequence
Number
MA17
LA01
X 11
MA21
MA24
D***
D***
D***
LA01
MA37
AA01
MA95
G
MB03
LA01
MC01
NA06
NB06
X 12
QB04
LA01
D***
D***
D***
G
G
LA01
G
G
G
D***
D***
D***
LA01
X 13
AA01
G
G
JB02
LA01
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Relative Output
Buffer Location
Spacecraft PFS
Number Value
Octal
Value
Sequence
Number
463 E28 ?
464 D29 86
465 E29 ?
466 E30 ?
467 E31 ?
468 A015
469 21Al10 ?
470 21All0 ?
471 21All0 ?
472 D32 10
473 F17 thru F24
474 A015
475 E32 ?
476 F
477 F
478 22Al10 ?
479 22Al10 ?
48O 22Al10 ?
481 A015
482 F
483 A034
484 F
485 F
486 F
487 A015
488 F
489 A051 thru A059
490 F
491 F
492 A033 62
493 A015
494 23Al10 ?
495 23Al10 ?
496 23Al10 ?
497 A031 58
498 F
499 A015
500 F
?
333
?
?
?
000 or 377
134
141
146
032
Var.
000or 377
?
360
36O
153
160
165
000or377
360
Var.
36O
36O
36O
000or 377
360
Vat.
360
360
236
000or 377
000
177
2O5
224
36O
000or 377
360
G
J B04
G
G
G
LA01
D***
D***
D***
JD01
X 14
LA01
G
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
D***
D***
D***
LA01
Fill Pattern
AA01
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
X 15
Fill Pattern
Fill Pattern
G
LA01
D***
D***
D***
G
Fill Pattern
LA01
Fill Pattern
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Var. - When placed beside a Bilevel group of parameters (X 1 thru X 15)
means - Bilevels 1 thru 3 and 7 thru 15 change every 5 Min. of a 15 Min.
test run --- 0 thru 5 Min. the value is 125 Octal
5 thru 10 Min. the value is 216 Octal
10 thru 15 Min. the value is 063 Octal.
Bilevel groups of parameters labeled X 4, X 5, X 6 are always constant at
001 Octal.
- When placed beside a parameter that is part of the time keeping system
means that the clocks should be constantly updating, therefore changing at
an unpredictable rate.
? - When under "PFS Value" means print out on RO is unknown.
? - When under "octal Value" means - do not know value.
00, ???, ??? - as used in locations 210, 211, and 213 represents the PFS
Value that would be printed on the RO if these values were presented in
this fashion. These three parameters determine the On-Board Computer
Mode and when printed on the RO appear as a Bilevel Parameter would be.
F When under Spacecraft Number means that a Fill Pattern is transmitted in
that location and that no Spacecraft Number (parameter) has been assigned
to that location.
G When under Sequence Number means Garbage. Although some information
may be known about that particular location, enough is not known to assign
it a definite Sequence Number.
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APPENDIX B
TOMCAT-HA CORE PROGRAM LISTING
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